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Educators throughout Michigan have begun the task of imple-
menting career education in a most admirable fashion. Large
numbers of educators and now.educators alike are becoming involved .0
in many ways. An important part of this group, teachers and coun-
selors, have invested unprecedented amounts of their energy in
career education curriculum development and delivery. The result
of their early effort has been*the generation of a vast pool of
curriculum ideas. This publication presents many of these ideas
in a convenient format so that others can benefit fpm their earlier 4
thought processes. As new ideas are developed and tried out, it is
our hope that this publication can be revised and expanded sothat it
can remain a valuable resource to career education teachers and coun-
selors.

It'is essential that I thanfc those responsible for the de-
velopment of resource,'specifically Calhoun Intermediate School
District and each one of the many contributors to this collection
of ideas for activities,

o
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INTRODUCTION

This Ideas for Activities book has been designed especially for K-I2 teachersthough any individual trained and
enthusiastic about working with students in the areas of self awareness, career awareness, decision making, plan-

--iting-andislteement-ts-seeeutiged-te-use-trid-mediiy the-ideatmeetited--in4hie-beek-for-4heiuspecifia situa4Ion,

Thildesspreent in this b k--are-lust thatideas.. The are not "'cookbook-" detailed scrffities to billfiid
and directly implemented in the classrpom, They are designed to assist students in reaching career develOpment
outcomes identified in A Reference Guide-Goals &,Performance Indicators published by the Michigan Department
of Education. How much success students experience will be a function of.hoiv well the teacher prepares for,,
implements, and follows-up the idea presented; and how well he or she psponds to individual student's needs.

v
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ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK

The organization of this Ideas for Activities book is based on The Reference Guide. Career Development,
GoaLs and Performance Indicators. If you do not have a copy of the Reference Guide, you may obtain one from.

Carer* Fd n

----Michigan Department of Education

HI,

Lansing, Michigan 48902

The Reference Guide organizes career development into four components:

Self Awareness and Assessment
Career Awareness and Exploration
Career Decision Making
Career Planning and Piscement

The ideas in this book are likewise divided into these four areas.

The designation of each idea to a contentrea has been made for thuger's benefitto give the user some
examples of self awareness ideas, etc. With modifications, these self awareness ideasmay easily become

,decision making ideas.

The student performance indicators in The Reference Guideotre hypothetically slotted into grade levelsagain
to give the user a realisliverspeetive of the developmental nature of career education.

Likewise, each idea within the content area in this Ideas for Activities book has been subjectively labeled either.

i

K-3=Early Elementary
4-6=Liter Elementary
7-9=Middle Sthool/Jupior High
10A=Secondary/Post Secondary

With slight modifications, an elementary idea may become a meaningful experience for a middle school/junior..
high student or a secondary/post secondary student.

The utility of these ideas across grade levels will be a function of the creativeness and desire of the facilitator.
4,.

THE EASY ACCESS GUIDE The elementary and secondary sections of this Ideas for Activities book are
separated by large dividerifialled "easy access guides". They are for the purposes of locating ideas either by
subject matter area or carer development components.

A nunilier had beerkassigned each idea and these numbers are found in the matrix of the divider. Thus to locate
an idea by a particular subject matter are and career development component, all a teacher has to do is note
the nurnheis found in that section of th matrix and then locate these numbered ideas in the appropriate sec-
tion of the idei book.

For examplei an elementary teacher wants to develop a lesson in the areas of Math and Career Decision Making.
By looking at the elementary "easy teem guide" under decision making and math, the teacher ould note that
`ideas numbered 37, 81, 124, 12-s, 1 6, etc. might apply. The teacher would then turn to the El mentary
Career Decision Making section of he book and revieW the ideas numbered 37,81, 124, 125, 1 6, etc, for an
idea they could develop into a I n or unit.

The same process applies fOr th Secondary Section of the book.

JP,
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ORGANIZATION OF THE-IDEAS

Each idea has the fbllowing elements:

1. TITLE of the idea.

2. SUBJECT MATTER CONTENT AREA/S; is the designation of the idea to one or more academic subject matter
areuWamodificationr Ca could-be up emented-in-other-çntent-areas

PURPOSE' is a series of two statements, the first of which pertains to the subject matter content area, and the
second statement which is a "sub-goal" statement taken from the Reference Guide: Career Development
Goals and Performance Indicators, which identifies in perforniance terms what an individual should be able to
do as a result of the activity. The purpose statements should be changed or modified to depict the intentions
of the teacher.

4. PRIMARY ACTIVITY, contains the grade group designation and the major steps in carrying out the activity.
In many cases, the teacher will need to develop more detailed instructional plans from these activities, as they
were not developed as "polished" sequential steps for implementation but rather as ideas to spur further thinking
on the part of the teacher who may choose to develop curriculum worksheets from these activities.

5. MATERIALS; specifies the materials necessary to implement the primary activity.

6. VARIATIONS, generilly are preceded by a performance indicator reference number, found in The Reference
Guide: Career Development Goals and Performance Indicators, below the "general goal" in the Guide. Where
possible, the VARIATIONS expand or contract on the PRIMARY ACTIVITY so that there might be applications
for all grade groups. Again, the VARIATIONS are in the form of "ideas" and the teacher will need to expand .

on these in developing a lesson or tihit.
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. TLTLE: Dividing Words

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1. hea, a orpts---:_.tt:

1

1M.

4

2. To use words relating to self both mentally, physically, and attitudinally.

.(1 :1) 3. To recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical, mental, and
emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITi": (4-6)

1. Have students stand in two lines facing a partner.

2 First student says a word describing student standing across from him/her (agile).

3.. Second student holds up two fingers if word said to indicate'word has two syllables,
if one syllable-one finger.

4. Continue down the line-then reverse roles. e../'

S. Follow with discussion of the words used to describe people and hoW they; were used here.

6. Initiate discussion about differences of people and whethei- wordg are adequate to
describe mental images of people.

VARIATIONS:

Students stand across from partners in two, lines.

One student name part of body.

Second student gives own physical characterisiic of that named parrot- body (i.e. fat
skinny, etc. Hair-brown, nose-big.

4. Continue down line.

4

(1.1F) 1. Get a work sheet f m kdg. or 1st grade concerning body parts (naming).

2. Have students write a description of his/her physical characteristics-How is he/She
' different physically-turn paper over.

3. Hand outworkshee (kdg) and do work.

4. Students turn tst pa ers over and compare words used in each:How has student grown
or changed -WhAt did e/she thipis of Sorkshaet (should discover a positive improvement).

t
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(1.1 L) 1. Have three teams.

' 2. 1st team writes a type of emotion on a slip of paper (each person on team writes).

3. 2nd team acts out emotion named on slip of paper drawn.

4. 3rd team writes down guess as to what emotion is being acteaottt.

5. -Compare answers with those of first team..

6. Disctiss what parts of speech each word is and how it is usually used.

7. Discuss what kind of reaction one feels when hearing word saidWhat emotion elicits
this?

( .1 P)A 1. Havestudents write or tape a descriptive story or paper about their physically, emotional,
Ana intellectual characteristics of an imaginary dog (or any other tyy of animal) that
would represent the student's superego.

1.

1

-

4



TITLE: Planets ".

SUBJECT MATTER: Science /LA. -Oral Communications (Math-Proportions)

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to become familiar with planets and their relationsiiip to each
other.

(3.3B) 2. To enable the student to identify Ways in which others depend on work he or she does
and to enabletstudents to be able to discuss specific activities that help others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

(4.1B) 1. Divide the class into nine small groups.

2. One perion from each small group chooses one piece of folded paper out of a "hat"
(names of planets are written on folded papers).

3. Each group makes papier mache model of "their" planet in relatiop to the sun.

4. Groups paint "their" planet when pair mache is dry.

S. Oral discussion-problems encouraged in their small group work-how were they eliminated
-how could they have been eliminated? . .

MATERIALS:

1. Folded pieces of paper with names of planets on them,

2. Papier mache.

3. Foil or paper for planets (starting plantt:ball).

VARIATIONS: e....:
1 c (Math) upper grades-have the students make the planels in the correct proportions to

each other.

14
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TITLE: Collage of Simple Machines

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Art

PURPOSE:

1. To introduce the work of simple machines.

(3.3) 2. To enable the students to describe the advantages and disadvantages of depending on
others and being depended upon.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6).

1. This might be appropriate with a unit or lesson on simple machines. After introduction
to simple machines, including our dependency on machines, let the students divide into
small groups (6-8) within which they will make a collage from magazine cut-outs. The
students might want to organize within their small group to get the task done. You
might want to discuss importance of small group work. Let groups work on and com-
plete collages. Encourage students to be aware of interactions. After completion,
generate discussion about inner-workings of mill groups z advantages/disadvantages
of depending on others.

MATERIALS:

,.. 1. Old magazines
7--

2. r Scissors

3.r Paste

4: Mounting board

VARIATIONS :

1. Classroom teacher and Art teacher team plan and implement this.

2. Develop separate collages for various occupational clusters.

3. Develop separate collages for class identified hobbies.

4

4. Team with another class, who could do a collage for.another area of science, then
share the collages.

5. Give to K-3 class for their/science library.

15
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TITLE: How Do, You Select A Book To. Read?

SUBJECT MATTER: Language.Arts/Art/Library Skills

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to rea4 forpleasure.

(1.2) 2. To enable students to recognize similarities & differences between his or her interests
and values and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Plan and arrange a trip to your school library.

2. When you get to the library, ask one (1) student to select a book he or she would
like to read because of its interesting cover.

3. Initiate a discussion about why the student selected the book they did. Discuss the
various features of the cover (coloi, design, action, mood, etc.);

4. Ask the rest of the class to select books to read based on cover design.

5. Have each student tell why they chose the particular book they did. It might be
possible to compare various subject matter areas that were selected.

6. Initiate discussion of similarities and differences that seenievident based on the books
selected.

MATERIALS:

1. Library

2. Books

VARIATIONS:

(1.2E) 1. Have students choose a book to read based on interest area.

2. Group students by similar interest areas; based on books selected.

3. Have each group make up a list of other common interests and a list Of dissiinilar
interests.

4. Have each group discuss how their book selection relates to the list."

(1.2C) 1. Have students choose books to read based on their individual interests.

2. With the help of the_Librarian, have students survey the types of books checked out

16
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TITLE: How Do You Help?

5

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Langitage Arts/Art

'PURPOSE: Mo.

Or

I. To enable students to practice simple math skill's.

(2.2) 2. To enable students to establish goals to direct self development.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Initiate class discussion about the kinds,4 things students can do at home to help
Mom & dad. Brainstorm and list the various jobs that students help with. Discuss
this work as a positive goal and the iniportance of initiating this work without
having to be asked.

2. introduce the ditto matriX & have students fill each day in for a,week,

SAMPLE

Name .
Job: , Mon. Tues.

_
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Suh

,
klakefied
pick UPClothes
11elnwl Dishes
het Table
Take Garbage Out
,Etc. .

3., At end of week have students count total number of jobs completed.

MATERIALS:

1. Ditto of Matrix

2. Pend

VARIATIONS:

141. Students make list of jobs completed without having to be asked by mom or dad.

2. K-1, put marks for jobs completed and count them out loud.

' 4 3. 4-6, establish }points for degrees of difficultness and total points at end of period.

4. Students draw their own matrix:

-5. Use pictures instead of words for various jobs.

6. Generate a list of classroom jobs and inchide them.

17
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I
by students in the next grade up or next grade down. (Use check out cards).

3. Compare and contrast the interests of the other class with those of your own class.
What are the results?

,

(1.2I) 1. Have the students list the types of Movies, poems or television programs they enjoy.

2. Have each student' write three factors that influence the values reflected by types
of entertainment he/she has listed.

3. -Group students according to general types of entertainment selected.

4. Have each group compare individual lists and discuss similarities and differences
that become evident.

A

18
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TITLE: Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is?

SUBJECT MATTER: Arithmetic/Social Studies/Art

PURPOSE:

1. To have individual learn.value of time (to tell time).

(1;3) 2. To allow the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge,.,
of self.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

1. Initiate discussion about various activities that take place at school in the morning
and afternoon,

2. Using magazines, have students cut out picAtres-tilaishow the various activities discuised.

3. Make a large clock face'Or individual small faces with moving hands then have students.,
place pictures of activities next toilte-tfilie-they generally happen. (e.g. taking off
coats-8:00 a.m.).

4. Have each student move the hands of the clock to the correct time and tell the time
for the activity.

MATERIAL&

1. Dittos of. clocks.

2. One large clock made from light weight cardboard, moveable hands fastened with brads.

3. Crayons, paper, scissors, magizines, paste.

VARIATIONS: ,

1. Have students discuss at home activities and do a 24 hour chart of clocks and activities.

2. Compare student activities at specific times with those activities in a certain job category
-Follow a school worker and list what time he does what job:

3. Make charts of time and activities of various job cluster activities (i.e. ay workers in
Health occupations & Night workers health).

4. Work out own preference time chart-
What time student likes .to get up;
What time student likes to eat'
What time student likes to sleep;

Compare to time requirements of job categories.

5. Simulate a time pressure job situation (ex. broadcasting). AcOunt for minutes and Second
Make a log of activities. A

19
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1
6. Find out which jobs are time keyed and compare to efficiency of work done.

F..x. Prodtiction=(Piece or job or time)
Conuminication=(tog,s, commercial spots, shows)
Services=(fastest it best or Courtebus takes time).

1. Can expand telling time into fraction % of hour = 1:15 or 15 minutes. Work out
equivalent charts or tables. .

4.

I

. - .

1

,*
20 ,



,., TITLE: CommuniOtion Without Words,
/i/ ,

SUBJECT MAItER: Science/Social Studies/Health/Language*Arts
; 7/

PURPOSE: ('

1. o show that sound is a way of communicating.

(2.3)" 2 To enable student to recognize that chalige in self concept can be result of learning,
physical growth, and/or maturation. <,

PRIMARY CI'IVITY: (4-6)

1.

/1 ,

MATERIALS:

1.

List different sounds we cah makeDiscuss how they arf made-coughing (throat
muscles); stamping (foot muscles, coming down hard after landing); singing (vocal
muscles); giggling (vocal); snapping fingers (hand, fmgeri).

After each word and activity write what each sound can mean, example: laughing-
happy, embarrassed; screaming-surprised, frightened,excited.

What are we doing when we make these sounds? (Help children arrive at conclusion
that sounds are away of communicating).

Discuss charts, how can one recognize self concepts and emotions and communicate
them to others;Pride,--Willing to learn, Anger, Intelligent 'Do concepts change?

Chart paper

2. Pencils

2.3C) 1. Discuss how one can communicate to others the things (or concepts) We), like about
themselves or dislike.

Act out these concepts,
Discuss reaction to other's communications,
Draw picture of how people communicate.

(2.3D) 1 Write a paragraph or more explaining how doing something new successfully, increases
self confidence.

Role play this experience,
Have students "draw from hat" variousCommunicating situations about self

experiences- failures; successes (relate without words to'class).

,f

21
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(2.3J) 1. Have students communicate through letters, acting, plays, sot*, poems, etc. How
does feedback about his/her characteristics influence self coricepe

Set up positive and negative feedback situation and live students give
. reactions.

Have/2 students give or demo/play out, a positive or negative situation-
class work out better Situations (i.e. one student gives`nonryerbal clue
or reaction second student's movements).

(6.3, 2.3, & 6.4)
1 Have students list occupations where personal communication plays a major role,

minor role.
Project self into one of above listed occupations, give qualities found
in self to fill requirements of communication.
Simulate a communicative working situation from above list, establiah
basic ground rules or qualities needed.
Simulate a "Good Day" and a "Bad Day" in one of jobs listed above-':
list characteristics of communication of each type. of day.

-,,
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TITLE: Music Skills

SUBJECT MATTER: Music

PURPOSE:

(1.1) 1. To enable student to recognize various aspects of music.

2. To enable the student to recognize similarities & differences between his or Ar
phySical, intellectual & emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

I. Pass out ditto work sheet.

2. Play a record from first grade.

3. Record reaction.

4. Play a record from parent's era.

)
5. Record reaction.

6. Repeat with as many age related records as desired.

7. Compare reactions listed on paper with those of childhood memories of songs and
parent's reaction to "now" and their music.

MATERIALS:

1. Worksheet divided into spaces for what type of records to um, plus areas for reactions
i.e. bored, silly, bland, etc.

2. Recordsvariety of age ranges K A plus adult eras..

VARIATIONS:

(1,1D) 1. Have students listen to and sing three songswith or without a record.

2. At the end of the third song have each student identify which song was the easiest
for him/her.

(1.1F) I. Sing a song front-fiot grade-write down words.

2. ,Sing a song from 4-6 grade-write out words or read ditto of words.

3. Compare wor' s used-how have they improved-in hardness, usage, spelling, inadng?

23



(1.1L) 1. Play -iariatings/records or let students perform their showing various moods-
emotions.

.2. Have students discuss or write out key records that "explain song".

3. Have students identify key parts of music that show emotions of songtempo,
melody, conbinations, etc.

4. Students collectively write song that portrays an emotion-must contain both verbal
and non-verbal messages.

.
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TITLE: Physical Ed./Climbing Ropes

SUBJECT MATTER: Physical Ed./Oral Language/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to observe others and make a report on observations.

'2. Toenablestudents to exercise large'-muscles by climbing ropes.

(1.3) 3. To enable students to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge
of self and Others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)
,

t
Students work in pairs.

2. One climbs rope while other observes/reverse.

3. Take notes on action to aid in climbing ropespartners give specific examples of what
-student isidoing and suggestions on how to correct errors.

4. Written or oral.

MATERIALS:

1. Ropes to climbs/mats

2. Paper and pencil

VARIATIONS:

(1.3B) 1. Students use ropes to swing or start to lift self up onto themhold on for period of
time.' -

a '

2. Student then tells two or identifies two kinds of information he has noticed or ob-
served about himself through doing activity.

t

(1.3I) 1. Students go through a series of skills involving the ropeswinging, climbing-up,
holding self in one spot, climbing Clown, etc.

2. Have students observe other.students while doing these activities and rate each other
on physical ability solely oiPthe rope skills.

3. Students then give a "Grade" for physical fitness only in rope skills.

4. Conipare grade of rope skills to overall physical activity, fitness, and interest.

5. Explain why observation of activity may not always provide accurate inforMation
about person's skills or interestin physical ed. (exp. trying hard, liking sport but

25



not doing well in it,,etc.).

(1.3L) 1. Combine rope climbing skills ivith other like sicills reqiiiring same skills.

2; Combine rope skills with unlike skills requiring other skills
4-

Students then can describe the types of information about himself that were gained
from the two skill tetts after a on'tparison.of the results.`

0
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TITLE: "Me" Books 71

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/ArtiLangilage Arts/Math

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to recognize various parts of bodydetailed parts.

(2.3) 2. To enable students to recognize that change in self concept can be the result of
learning physical growth, and/or maturation.

PRIMARIk 'ACTIVITY: (4-6).

1. Make-ritook.2 ofseveral pages.

2. On each page draw one physical characteristic after measuring all places and angles.

3. Label drawing with measurement.

4. Label drawing with correct name.

5. Use detailed tartssuch as ear lobe, lower lip, finger joints, eta.parts not usually
noticed. ,

MATERIALS:

1. Drawing paperat least 9X1 2

2. Paper fasteneis

3. Pencils or felt markers

4. Ruler

5. (mirror)

VARIATIONS:

Measure large body partshand, feet, legs.

2. Trace-around parts onto paper and color.

3. Measure tracing. 1

4. Compare size of tracing to others.
1,,

5: Label tracings.

r, .

I,

1. Discuss proportions of bodyHow body is divided (e.g. Shoulder to elbow same as
base of neck to waist or nose is as one eye, etc.).

r
.r-r
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2. Measure own body, compare to proportions given. -

3. draw image of own body using proportions.

r
(2.3M) 1. After studying given proportionsand comparing own with given find one or two

that are in excess.

2. Make a character drawing exaggerating the excess proportionsexaggerate greatly.

3. Discuss drawiii in terms of how one feels about the exaggerationdoes this have ,

'afi influence on self concept.

is student conscious of thisif so why and what effect?

if not why what effect?

-;\

J
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TITLE: Non Vocal Communication Day

SUBJEFT MATTER: Science

1. To recognize our dependence on vocal communication and to develop other types
of responses.

(4.2E) 2. For the individual to acquire listening, attending, responding and initiating skills.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-6)

1. Plan to have a day or class period in which you try to carry on the normal activities
except that no one may use vocal communication.

2. At the end of the period evaluate behaviorfrom a list of questions:
What things were easy or difficult to communicate.
What other behaviors did yoU usefacial expression, gestures, positioning
of objects, writing, reading.
How could some onhcse responses enhance vocal expression.
What were some' communication that were done better without vocal
comment, etc.

MATERIALS:

1. List of discussion questions to be used.

VARIATIONS:

1, Demonstrate to another person how to perform a particular task without vocal instruction.

2. Pantomime an activity and see if the class can guess what it is.

3. Partners work together, have a person try to go thru a class period blindfolded.

4
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TITLE: "Me Box"

SUBJECT,MAt i ER: Math (metricscubic metrics)

PURPOSE:

L. To introduce the cubic metric measurement unit. .

(1.1) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual and emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Previous work must have been done on introducing cent. and deci.

2. Observe examples of cubes and count number of sides.

3. Cut out 6 squares of cardboard 1 decimeter square.

- 4. Tape together forming a cube (Repeat as centimeter squares).

5. On each face of the cube student cut out pictUres to represent answenkto questions
such as (1) The thing I do best is (2) My favorite subject is (3) My favorite
sport is , etc.

6. Hang completed cubes and have class guess who each cube belongs to.

7. Discussion on how they judged who the cube belonged to.

MATERIALS: .

6

1. Metric ruler

2. Cardboard

3: Magazine for picture or words

4. String for hanging

VARIATION:

1. Teacher can make profiles of students and have them cut out things to paste on profile
that best represents them. Generate ideas with quelitions similar to above.

2. Use large sheets of paper anddraw around actual child. He can cut out things to put
in his hand, on his feet, show likes or dislikes.

o
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.1TTLE: 'Knowing Myself

EDUCELAM R: Values Clarification/Social Studies

ALMQSE:

(1.2) 1. For the individual to- recognize similarities and.differences between his or her interests
and those of others.

(1.3) 2. For the isidividual to.recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge of
self and others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY:" (4-6)'

1. Reading a list of descriptions have the student move to the side of the room that
best describes his characteristics.

2. Examples.:-If you think you are ruled by your head, move to the north endIf you
are ruled by your heart move to the south end.

3. Questions can relate to a variety of values or characteristics.

4. Whin angry you are apt to spout offor do a slow burn.

MATERIALS:

1. Open area with three sections designated for movement to.

VARIATIONS:

1. Characteristics listed on a sheet of paper the individual can circle a scale from 1 to S
,how well it represents them. Compare their ratings with a friend or classmate.

4- r y1
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TITLE: How Youi Body Reacts --

131
1

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Human Body

PURPOSE:

1. Observe conditions effecting the function of the human heart.

(1.3) 2. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge of
self and others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (46)

1. Discuss what a pulse is and where it can be felt on the human body.

2. Demonstrate how to measure a pulse beat.

3. On a graph record the pulse beat taken after various activities such as after skipping
. laying stillWaking up jumping ropeafter an argument giving a class presentation,

etc.

4. Discuss results and feelings after each activity.

MATERIALS:

- .
---v4.'

.

1. Graph paper ,

2. Timing device with a second haiid -

VARIATIONS:

,l. Keep a record of pulse beat arid respiration afterla variety of-physical activities.

2. - RecOrd pulse and respiration after mental or emotional tasks.

u

A

4
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TITLE: Hol,we're able and how we're.different

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies /Communications/Science

PURPOSE:

1. To improve observation skills.,

(1.13

OK;

2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
t intellectual and'emotional characteristics.

PRIMARY ACJIVITY: (K-6).

I. Assemble a variety of pictures from a magazine of children.

2. Ask each student to select a picture of someone approximately his same age and
.' describe as many ways possible in which that child is both alike and unlike himself

or herself.

MATERIALS:

1. Pictures of children

2. Pictures to generate discUssionrecord groupsfoodsactivitiesfavorite color, etc.

VARIATIONS:

1. Choose a partner and discuss how you are alike or unlike. Use a list of characteristics
to generate comparison. Such as hair, eye color, size, weight, favorite foods, records,
etc.

2. Make a bulletin board titledThese are a few of My Favorite ThingsPut a variety
of pictuiet up. Ask students to list their favorite things and compare their lists with
2 or 3 others.

1
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TITLE: Teeth Impressions

SUBJECT MATTE R: Health

PURPOSE:

1. To assist the student to demonstrate knowledge of the location and basic function
t of their teeth.

i ..

(1.1) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual and emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)
t -

1. Children bite on paraffin whirl} has been slightly warmed.

2. Fill bitten paraffin with plaster.
0.0

3. Let dryovernight.

4. Carefully remove plaster/compare casts.

MATERIALS: 414

1. Mixing bowls (old)

2. Measuring cup (old)

3, Paraffin

4. Plaster of Paris

-.

> ,..."-
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TITLE: Your Silhouette

SUBJECT MATTER: Art

PURPOSE:

1. For the individual to begin to identify shape and form.

(1.1) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual and emotional characteristics and those of others.,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3) .

1. Working in pairs children trace silhouette of each other on black paper and write
their name on back:

2. Teachercut silhouettes out and place around room:

3. Class guesses which silhouette belongs to which child.

MATERIALS:

1. Black construction paper

2. Filmstrip projectors
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TITLE: People Who Need People

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/or Communication

PURPOSE:

1. For the individual to recognize facial expressions posture, and appearance as clues
in communication.

(1.3) 2. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge
of self and others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-6)

1. Make a bulletin board collage of pictures of a variety of people-age-nationality-dress,
etc. Which especially show different facial expressions.

, 2. Ask student to choose one person to write a story about how that person feels and the
situation he is in.

3. Read stories aloud to class to see if they can identify.the person the story was written
about.

MATERIALS:

1. Collage of pictures or people -

VARIATIONS:

1, Using the collage write a quotation one of the people may have saidStudents see if
they agree who might have said that. Discuss what they based their,guess on.

2. Define characteristics that can be used to group the people such as age-sex-occupation-
nationality, etc. Point out which ones share similarities.

36
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TITLE: Help Wanted Cluster Game

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies-
1

PURPOSE::

(6.2) 1. For the individual to recognize that occupations tend to cluster in several ways.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Make a chart containing the job clusters, assign a number to each cluster.

2. Have students go through "help wanted" section of classified ads.

3. Have students write the number of the job cluster on each ad.

4. ( Discuss the clustering system.
A

MATERIALS:

1. Classified section of newspaper.

VARIATIONS:

_ I. Have students work in groups, each with a cluster matrix.

2. Fill in the matrix with the jobs in the classified ads.

3. Discuss the kinds of jobs available and the clusters that seem to be in greatest demand
and why this Might be.

a

f

I

'-'
l
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TITLE: WOrkets hi the School

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arti

PURPOSE:

1. To make the students aware that many people work to help the student at school.

(6.3) 2. For the individual to acquire information about occupations.

,PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K3)

1. Have a,discussion of the people'xvho work in your school and how they help the students
and teachers.

2. Visit the places where each person works and listen to the tell about their work.

3. After each visit have a discussion and dra% pictures. Make a bulletin board, display
using the pictures.

4. Piesent to the students specific situations and have them tell which workers).n their school
they would go to for help.

Q-.

$
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TITLE: The Home and The Family
44.;

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language, Arts . , .

PJJRPOSE:. .

1 .
. 1. To u! e tand that families ometimes choose between spending now and spending

, , , .
.later. . ...., ,

, .

. ..

(8.1) 2. For e individual to undersiind the relationship between family roles and life styles.

,

1.

: (K-3)
11

Read the fable pf the "Grasshopper & the Ant".. Have the clais dramatize the Aesop
Fable or make puppets to act out the story. ,

, . .

2. Make a list of things the students would like to get for their families on Chiistmal,
birihtlsays-rMother's Day, Father's Day,. etc. Discus the importance of wise choices

,.. and mthosil.,;'of saving for a gift.

3. Have students1 of experience with the family where,they had fun NO° spending* . A A

..

.. money. .

4. Plan a class party o activit which will require a minimum of money Or materials.

Y. 4.MATERIALS: .

f' 1. None needed
. . ,. . -

.... * -

M

.
L.
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TITLE: Community Health

SUBJECT MATTER: Helth/Languaie Arts

PURPOSE:

1.4

(5.1) 2.

16

4.

'O enable students to realize a COfiununity or county health service exists.

To enable-students to,undszStarid individual differences in education an4 training net:dB.
F

PRIMARY AcruarY: (46)
,--.. /

(5.1B) 1. Visit a conunimity or coiinty health clinic.

2, Interview workers about life styles and type of education or training.

3. At school compare and contrast the work of people interviewed, their training or educatio
and life stylesWhat,does tell us?

4. Write Thank-You letters to people for the visit andnterview.

MATtRIAIS:

1. Paper/writing tools.

2. ' Transporriticin to clinic.

VARIATIONS:

4

(5.1'A) 1. Students identify, four adult peoplt or friends they know in the Health occupations.
(M.D.-Doctor, Dentist, School Nurse, clinic workers, etc.).

2. Students then write letters, telephone, or visitthese four andlind out where they.......
recieved their education or training. ,

1-

(5.1D). 1. Interview clinic workers (all fypes,of jobs from custodian to. doCtor).

2. Students then create a stereo-type of each job and the stereo type'of person who would
do' ell in that type of job.

,

3. Then suggest appropriate education and training activities for that person (take into
consideration 'background, abilities, goals,,etc.):

.
0.1f) 1: Role play a clinic in schoolafter research abouttwhat jobs are required in a clinic..,

2. After role playing students will then write out or tell three reasons why additional
. education'or training after high school would be of benefit tolthem,ss the person

they are role playing and then why 46 them as therriselves. '

41
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TITLE: Number Puzzles
17

SUBJECT-MAUER: Arithmetic Art Reading

PURPOSE::'

1. To enable students to become familial-m/4h word and numeral of numbers.

(6.3) 2. To enable students to acquire information about occupations.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

1. Take pieces from envelope.
/ 4.

2. On table turhpieces face up.

3., Make one picture of a job situation and settings.

4. The puzzle till tell about numbers and occupations.

5. When puzzle is completed-return puzzle to envelope.

MATERIAL: (preparation)

1. Cut 10:pieces of tag board about 8 X 10 each.

2. Use each piece to illustrate a quantity between one and ten.

3. -.Use picture of jobs or job in a work situation showing working conditions and settings.

4. Cut eich.card into irregular pieces.

5. On back write,number of puzzle to which pieces belongthis avoids, mixing puzzle pieces.

6. Place each ciuzzle in small envelopeplace all ten in a large folder or envelope.

VARIATIONS:

(K-3) 1. Students paste found pictures to tag boardcut into puzzle-work.

(46) 1. Students`have time-trials or contest with puzzles=answering questions about pictures
working,,etc.

2. Students take photos of work situations amtmount. onto tag board or light weight
cardboardcut into puzzle.

42
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TITLE: Number BoAs

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/art

PURPOSE: .

1. To enable the students to show how well they can count.

O

(6.2) 2. To enable the students to recognize occupational clusters in several ways.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

1. Staple sheets of newsprint together to make one booklet for each.student. If you wish, .-
add colored paper covers.

. 2. At the top of the first page, draw ONE health worker. (GI. worker from any duster).

3. Continue this way until one page is completed for each number between ONE and TEN
Possible one page peday. ta

4. Below the picture, printrr write word and number ofpicture.

MATERI,AIS:

1., Newsprint

2. Stapler

3. Crayons

4., Pencils .

5. Colored Paper

VARIATIONS:

1. Use any cluster of occupations for the theme of the book.
-

2. Use products or services for the theme.

3. Students find pictures in magazines.

4. Draw pictures tools, uniforms, locations, or equipment of clusters.

5. Make a chart divided into TEN sections instead of the book.

43
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EL Government Resources

SUBJECT MA TTER: Social Studies/Language Arts-

PURPOSE:

1. To gaiman awareness of government services and the-decision of taxing thiti must
be decided by the people using the services.

(9.3) 2. Flar the individual to understand the relationship between political systems and

o
citizen role.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Constiuct a table-top model (with drawings or with paper cut-outs) of your city or
community. Locate the various schools, playgrounds, streets, stop lights, fire and
police cars provided by the government.

2. Using the above activity, have the students substitute parks, school yardi, streets,
zoos, stadiums or other governmental services in plipe of what is already in the model.
You should stress the problems that will arse when homes and businesses need to be
removed. The cost of lost taxes should also be discuised.

- .

3. Ask several students to look at the prick statement on the gasoline pump at their local
service station.

Gasoline ? cents
State Tix ? cents
Federal Tax ? cents

Total ? cents

. Discuss what the aboye figures mean in terms of private and government spending
for goods and services, .

44
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TITLE: Occupations WhichBuilt America

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1: To acquint students with occupations which were instrumental in building the early
colonies and moving the frontiers west after independence.

(6.4) 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between and within the occupational
world and the economic system.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Have students research various early occupations such as blacksmith, raifroad builders, .
steamboat workers, stagecoach drivers, etc.

2. Have them make presentations of research information, (could take the form of
original drama, oral reports, tape tecarders, diama etc.).

3. Encourage students to make indepth studies.

4., Make comparisons with present day occupations which have evolved from early
occupations.

S. Hardships and working condition§ of early occupations should be stressed.

MATERIALS:
. e

.1. Library materials for research

I
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TITLE: The-Sounds of Work

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Social Studies/Larigtiage Arts

PURPOSE:

1. To acquaint students with various types of sounds connected with industry/occupations.

a

0

(6.2) 2. To enable student to recognize occupations to cluster in several ways,

'(6.3) 3. To enable student to acquire information about occupations.,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

(6.3) Students listen to -tape of sounds or noises of an occupation.'

2. On a worksheet list what made sound, what work was being done, what is their reaction
to noise?

3. Would this be a good noise level for them to work with?

MATERIALS:

1. Tape or record of an occupation(i.e. construction, factory, etc.). "
2. Work sheet with columns to fill in the information. How was sound made? What

Work is being done? Reaction to sound.

VARIATIONS:

1. Listen to sounds in classroom while workinghave students pick out or identify whit
made sound and what work was being dohe-can expand to other activities in classroom.

2. Have various tapes Of sounds & have students identify different tools/occupations/
noise levelsHow effect workers.'

3. Have students make "sound" book or chart of tools of an occupation and write in
word of sound, & tool. (i.e. Picture of hammer, Name=Hammer; sourid=whack) Expand
to large books or charts of different bang occupations.

1.
, , a

4. 4 Visit different work setting in school or field trips-offices & boiler room, institutional
kitchens & house keeping-compare the different types of sounds heard,identify what

. 'made them-correlate sounds with people working that jobDisciss how these sounds
' might effect personalities or attitudes of workers. Discuss how student felt just listen-

., ing to sounds fora short while -try to project working in these sounds. '
L

At

1, .
.

5, Make tapes' of sounds of occupations-compare similarities in the tapesdifferences-
, could one choose a career bated on sound?

a

6. Work with safety science people about hazards of sOond (fatigue, slow deafness, loss
of acute hearing, 'getting used to sounds) and what can be done and what is being done
to prevent this.

46,
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TITLE: Cutapart Safety

SUBJECT MATTER: SocirStudies/Ldnguage Arts/Spelling

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to relate safety les to follow in different work areas.

(9.1) 2. To enable students to understand the relationship between citizen roles and life
styles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

1. Hold up picture story mounted on a card boird leveling.

2. Have students relate safety rules being observed by composing a short story.

3.. Write short story on tag boardcut apart between lines.

4. Place story in envelope and fasten to picture story card.

5. In free time students arrange all parts of story face up on desk in proper order so they
can read story again and look at picture.

'MATERIALS:

1. Picture of safety rules being observed on work situation

2. Tag board

3. Envelope

VARIATIONS:

1. Have students write out story on tag board and cut.

2. Group work a story through student appointed jobsone print, one cut, one arrange,
etc.

3. Use pictures of single occupationscompose short story about occupations.

4?
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-\3:a1EL, Foods/Nutrition

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Science

PURPOSE:

E To enable students to see values of proper eating/nutrition habits.

(6.1) 2. To enable students to understand the. relationships between an occupational role
setting and life style.

P\RIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Study the proper balanced diet-what food

2. Study tie types of foods people buy on a very small income-use goyt. information/
magazine information.

3. Study the types of food people with middle income and high income buy.

4. Compare these to the ideal diet-what are the results in nutritional life styles.

MATERIALS:

1. Information on buying habits of various levels of income-through govt.

2. Survey stores to see what types people often buy what types foal

VARIATIONS:

(16.1B) 1. Discuss and learn good eating habits.

2. Discuss and identify work involved in good eating habits-shopping, preparing, cleaning-up.

3. Have students then identify a work and work setting and how he is a worker with
nutrition-helping set table, helping with food, etc.

t.

.(6.1F) 1. Discuss types of occupations involved in nutritionDietitians, Chefs, Buyers,
Inspectors, etc.

2. Each student choose one and do an interview or other research to identify life stylei
of occupation chosen (include hours worked, education, pay estimate, type of work,
place of work). =

3.. Report to classclass then summarizes the importance of nutrition people in our daily
lives.

(6.1J) Individual identifies an occupation hefshe isinterested in.

4 8



2. Study or research occupation-(lpeghonie pafiete.).,.

3. How'would this effect eating hihits (no time to cook properly, not enough income
for proper food, having to eat-at.*minirciakflace, etc.). , _

a

4.

t

r
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TITLE: Ears and Nose Awareness

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Science/Art

, PURPOSE::

O

I.,: To enable student's to become aware of function of nose and ears plus care.

(5.2) 2. To enable student to recognize the variety of types and sources of education and
training.

PRIMAlit ACTIVITY: (K -3)

1. Have students find pictures of how ears are used and nose used,(listen to music, listen
to radio, smelling flowers).

2. Make a bulletin board showing uses.

3. Study care of nose/ears=keep clean, do not abuse.

4. Students then identify three types of education or training available in
to learn this (health clinic, school nurse, own doctor, hospital, etc.).

MATERIALS:

1. Magazine of people

2. Resources of how to care for nose/ears

VARIATIONS:

community.

(5.2C) "1. Study construction of nose and erirs and how they function.

2. Visit (if possible) an ears, nose, throat clinic or office or have guest speakeridentify
various roles, jobs.

3. Students thetfidentify three places to receive education beyond high school-various,
positions require different types of training.

00.

(5.2E) . Students identify various occupations related to nose/ear care while learning structures
of nose/ear.

2: Students then find out types of training available for occupations.

3. Students then explain how the type of educationon-the-job-training, vocational/
tech. training comparing and contrasting purpose and nature of training would be
offered for each occupation.

" 0t

. . .



. . .

(5.2J) 1. Students study requirements of various occupitions in the ear /nose /throat area in
terms of job entry skills.

. 2. Students then researches; compares, and contrast community colleges and proprietary -

schools as to types and durations of programs offered.

M

4

4
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-MI& The Government as a Producer

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

PURPOSE:
3 /

To be introduced to a government tax system. To understand that the goveniment
is-a businets too.

(9.3) 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between political systems and
citizen role.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Make picture of people the governeMnt must pay and materials it must purchase
with the tax money for a bulletin board or chart.

2. Discuss and see how many things the students can add.

3. Take'the class for a tax walk. Observe goods and services that families buy together,
streets,,police protection, defense, bridges, schools, parks, zoos, etc. On return fiom
walk, discuss ythy families buy some of these things together.

4. Play the following game: "I'm thinking of army tanks" Dolamilies buy these by them-
selveS or together? Students respond, "Together" or "By themse1Nes".

MATERIALS

ikT4531e needed

4'
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TITLE: What Do Your Grandparents Do?

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

V
1. For The student to identify causes and effects of an increase in leisure time.

(#.1) 2. For the individual to.understand the relationship fietween leisure roles and life styles.,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-12)

1. This is like the typical show and tell situation only the people doing the showing
and telling can be grandparents. Grandparents have usually found the time to deTeloP-
a hobby6with the family grown and gone. For example: t.

a. One grandfather is now a bookeeper.
b. Someone's grandmother may be a renowned 'cook...,
c. Someone's grandparents may be wildflower experts.
d. There are many other possibilities.

2. When the grandparents attend class the students are able to identify and explore
alternative leisure roles and settings.

MATERIALS: I

1. Printed cards for each pupil's file to obtain information as to their grandparent's
hobbies.

VARIATIONS:

1. Students could be required to:
a. Write on the grandparent guests.
b. Make a drawing demonstrating the guest hobby.
c. Do a report on the material necessary to start a like hobby.

*53
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''TITLE: Health Services

I

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Health

PURPOSE:

120
L

(5.2)

(6.3)

1.

2.

3.

To motivate study of human body systems (skeletal, muscular, etc.).
ti

kit

For the individual to recoinite the variety of types and sources of education and training.

For the individual to acquire information about occupations.
-

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6) (7-9) - -

1. Prepare simulated jobiapplication with questions such as expected salary education
training etc.` .

2. Students choose One occupation from list of hospital jobs that he would like to in-
vestigate.

3. Gather information from interview S.R.A. Occupation briefsC,Ateei Encyclopellia
or book on health services to fill out applicatioh with a background that would be
reasonable for the occuation,of their choice. A

4. Read and evaluate one another's applications.

MATERIALS:

44. 1. S.R.A, Occtleational briefs

2. Career Encyclopedia'

3. Variety of books onworking in health.services

4. Job application forms

VARIATIONS:

1; Using same type of information student can write a sto*. A Day in the Life of (

2. Role play hospitalLContOcts by patients from - Diagnosis to treatment. Role parts
are chosen by applications. ,

4*.
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TITLE: Nature Inspires Art Activities It

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Fossil Formation/Art-design & texture

PURPOSE::

5

1. To visualize how fossils imprints are formed. to use nature objects in a creagway
and to improve observation skills.

, -
(7.2) 2. l or the individual Co understind'the relationship between kisure roles and their settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3) (4-6)

Make a nature plamfe.,

2. View film on how foss ils are finned.
,

3. Collect a number of nature objects such as leaves, shells, twigs, etc. Look for things with
interesting texturecrease items to be used lightly with vaselins.

4. Prepare a small flat pan,,bOx, or plate by greasing the sides lightly with Vaseline.

4. Put paper clip or hanger in bottom of box then rhake a creamy mixture of plaster of
paris,'pour into the flatcentainer.

. 1 l.
6.. Press nature objects into plaster of parts in pleasint arrangeMent to form imprints

. and set aside to dri.
-

7. When dry remove objects, wipe piaster with dry cloth to remove Vaseline, and paint
with poster colors::

^

. Read short stories or biographies about natural science artists such,a$ Audubon,or
Benjamin West.

MATERIALS:

1. 'Film on how fossils are formed -

",2. Mister of pans

3. Aluminum pie pans or plastic cove*

4. Nature-objtcts juch'as leaves, twigs, etc.

S.. Stories or biographies on Naturalists

VARIATIONS:

k Use modeling clay and Objects for imprints and make a'tempOrary display.
. i .

2. Lay objects under pieces of paper and crayon over top. Texture will leave impri nts
Cut out items and arrange on colored paper. .

. . ' .

ti
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=XL Home Metrics

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Home Ec.
.. .

PURPOSE:

To enable the student-to become familiar with metric units of measure-rmeters liters
and grams to recognize change in use of measuring units.

.
.

(8.2) 2. For the individual to identify factors that influence family role (setting; occupation,
peers, age, government policies, etc.).

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-6)

1. Discuss the affect moiling to metric measurement will leave on individual.

2. Bring in several hOusehold items that are referred to by diinension such as 6 inch cake
pan-2 qt. pot, etc. Measure the item or its capacity with the cm. ruler, gram scale or
liter container and label it.

,

4
3. took or bake something from a recipe written in metrics (Teacher may have to convert

a recipe to metrics to be usedl.
.

4. Collect old recipes froin grandmother or an older person that may have unstandardized
measuring units. Compare recipes and discuss standardization and "change in corn-
mxinicating recipes.

MATERIALS: 4 ti

.

1. Meter rulers

4,
2. Gram and kilogram scales

3. Liter and milliliter containers

4. Recipes

5. Ingrtdients for recipes

6. HoUsehoki implement;

VARIATIONS:

1. Students bring in recipes and convert it to metric measures by pouring from one con-
tam' er to another. .

2: Measure items in classroom using metric devices. Make a list for referenceArrange
a variety of items and haveltudents estimate size in terms of metric Unitsthen verify
by measuring.

ti 0
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'TULE: Electrical Wiriniaasks

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Electricity

PURPOSE:

e

-1., To .give the student the Opportunity to become farra2r with electrical circuits.

(6.3) 2. For the individual to acquire information abotlt occupations;

(6.6) '3. For the individual to gain experience-in work relatediolesor settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1 1. Assemble dry cells, lamps, sockets, and bell wire in a work area.
.

2. Post wiring diagram of lamps in.a series circuit and parallel circuit.

3. Elect one capable student as electrical inspector.

4. Individuals complete wiring tasks listed and have electrical inspector sign worksheet
when they check to see if the individual did a proper wiring job.

5. Invite an- electrician in t tell about hisjobShow wiring diagram for house or other
job, etc: Show tools an how they are used.

MATERIALS:.

1. Diytells

2. - Small lamps and sockeii

3. Bell wire and Wire cutters.and strippers; Work sheet with wiring tasks listed & questions
be answered.

4. Resource person (electrician)
1

5. Wiring diagram charts made from science book showing diagrams of simple wiring tasks.

VARIATIONS:

This activity can be varied by complexity of tasks given.

1. Wire a flashlight bulb to the two poles of battery.
.

2. Wire a set of lamps in series circuit and then in parallel, circuit-compare brightness.

3. 'Diagr4m for making an electromagnet.

4. Wire a door bell.

5. Wire a lahip with a metal contact switch.

57
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TITLE: Community Projects

EM=iA it:TTE Sience/Ecology/Socil Studies & Community Agencies
e e .

PURPOSE: ,
. ) . .

1. To recognize the individual's responsibility Tor environment.

(9:2) 2. For the individual to identify factorsthat influence citizen roles.
.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Contact a community agency and volpnteer to do a community service project with
class.

. ,

2. Have a member of the agency explain how that agencyseives the people of the connminity.

3. Our class visited the Chamber olConunerce who connected us with the parkdept.
Students were provided with tools and asked to clean up and rake the, city parks,

4. Also viewed the slide show prepared by thoChimber °n its organizatign and services.

MATERIALS:-

1. Resource person from government or seiviee agency.

VARIATIONS:

le

. ,-
, , . .

1. Have a member of a service Club explain the functio.n.andurpose of the 'club. ,
,,

; ' 4 4 .:.
. . . 4

2.. Intervie,w parents who Won't() service flubs and then-makg 2 !lit oi benefits-the .:
community enjoys from the proceeds of thCseelub§. I', . . .- ,. ,

.. ,,,,,, . - ,.,
.o . . .

. 14 ..
3. Hive aschool yard clean up.day: .Pick up and dispose.of trash knd weed flower beds.

l

I I

r

.44

.
" .
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TITLE Hobbies-Aocks-
,

SUBJECTMA'rTER: Social Studies./Science'

..
a

61,

PURPOSE: _ ..._
..

(1.3) ' '1. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences ilrakpro;ideknoWledg of.
self and others. .. : .,,9 .

4.OK

9(7,2) ' 2. For the individual to understand relationships be' leen 'Wits:re roles -and their settings.... ,.

- ;- '- .;
PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-0) ) .,.,

...-.
#" . ,

1. .Encouraige students to bring or share a hobby that relates tOkubjectarifa you are studying
-.Have -him tell how be became intOrtated4ii,:that hobby andwhere he gets his material, .. ,

,'from. . ,- .
' -

. .

2., When studying road and minerals bring in egliectiims.

3. Using emery cloth-individuals can pe%h a-soft
, . ,7, .

' P

.
W

4, Wrap pokiffied;bck in copper wire and puton ribbon orchain to.make a necklace.; , . . .. ,.
:,.. 5. Intioduce term

,

,.

.
.

. - .

l id a ry r Odh,--m.-" K 71e Ale4. ; . Hi .

;
MATFRIALS: ' -:,2

:

. - . .. .

I. . Specimens of soft rock '

' p. 2. Copper wireand ribbonror chains 4.,,,* .
: : ' ', . -. ... .

:.--k- :EnierY cloth and rock polish
0 4

';\ 4
' , ;

7VanIATIONS: ''' , . .: ,

. ..;
. ,

.. - . . , - , . r-:,I .

1 a Collections that studentshaye may bi,brbught in shared and mounted in acme fashion.
. for permanent display., -, (:, ,

.. . .
. - t . . .

.
,

2. A Pilietin board or display case can be used to share "Hobby of the Month':. May
telat6 to special weekof the month-as -April 15 -21 is national coin weekCoin collection

.. . can be displayed UM month or week. .

4

.

1

lice

I.

4

9
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Operators 'license

Kliacritwojk: Science/Social Studios /Citizenship

PURPOSE: .

-

.

w
1. To develop pride in doing an assigned tisk properly.. ,

. 4,

(5".2) 2. For the individual to sec ogniie the variety of types and sources of education and train

(4.1) '3. For the individual to identify experienCes which utilize'interperSonal skills. ,

PRIMARY (lc-6)'

1. Offer a class in how to operate and take care of audio visual equipment.

2. Test at end of class to be passed which will enable the student to be awarded a license
to operate equipment.

3. Student to be assigned to take care of and operate equipment for classes.

4. license should be renewed each year.

MATERIALS:

1. Movie projectors

Slide projectois

3. , Tape recorders
0

:,, 4. Cassette recorders

VARIATIONS:

1. individual may be licensed to operate just one Machine.

#4
1"-"A

6

2. After receiying.in;truction on how to perform a room duty tlkindividual may be issued
a permit to perfonn'the duty. May also be issued a permit to instrtict others in bow to
'perform a task.

se

GO
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TITLE: Balancing a check book

SUBJECT MATIMR: Math

PURPOSE:

1. To provide the learner with an opportunity to use i two or three step problem staving
procesS. Reinforcement of adding, subtracting, and multiplying skills.

(6.6) 2. For the individual to gain experience in work related roles and settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

, 1. Assign each student an account number and, instruct students how to make out checks
and deposit slips.

2, Give the student a balance sheet with a balance amount stated.

3. Write a number of problems to be solved such as: You bought 4 rose bushes it 2.49
each and paid foi it by checkor you mowed 3, hens and earned 4.00 for each which
was deposited.

-4. Each payment must be accompanied by a corresponding check made out and each
deposit with a deposit slip and the amount added or deducted from balance sheet

,- Keep a running balance as each problem is solvedCheck if fmal bVance is correct
if not see it they can retrace and discover their Mistake. .

MATERIALS: r 1, -

1. Copy of a report page from checking account book

2. Simulated blank checks and deposit slips,

3. Mimeographed page of problems that will determine amount of checks or deposits

VARIATIONS:

1. Problems may be increased in difficult)! and be directed to any computational process
by using fractions -or percents.

,



TITLE:LE: Hiiing a Sale or Exhibit

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Math

PURPOSE:

138

(6.6)- 1: ':-Por the individual to gain experience in work related roles and settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: "(4-6)

t. Cieate a company or corporation from the class.
.

Divide into job groups or,depzirtments'such as purchasing-advertising-sales modeled
after i`coinpany organization..., , 4.

. ; .4

3 But the ingredients for an item that can be processed and resoldHave a sale such as-
& sale tt Tuned hQUr. Taffy applesile-cookie sale, etc.

.

4; Each group,or department carry ott it- s duties-processing may be done on assembly
.line basis.

5. Accountants figure cost income andvrefit.or loss.

MATEk140:
.

1. Capital for investments to buy

2. Raw materials forprocessed item

3. Cooking appliances
,

VARIATIONS:
I ,

;.
1. Bring in empty boxes and cartonsstamp priees an thim; role play store use play money.

.Take turns playing various roledstbcitoy-clerk-customer-mgr.; etc.
4 .

2. Stage an exhibit ''-ef-books we wrote-art work-or social studies" projects. Assign-area of
responsibilities such as-deinonstrater (show how work Was done) tour guides-advertisers-.
publicity, etc. . , ... .,

;

62
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TITLE: Farm to Market Mural
(;)

139
. .

SUBJECT MATI'ER: .S4cial Studies/Marketing& Dbbibution

'PURPOSE: s(

, '
e

; -

I

4- , 4

4.

To develop ,anunderstanding of therlalionship between geographic'. al factors-aud, the -.
. .

otariceting and distribution of a:product, .

,.
:

(6.4) 2. For ihelndividual to understand the relatiOnship between itid within the;occupitionat..world and economic system.

PRIMARY 'ACTIVITY:. (K-6). 1:
,

1 ,- . ..,. ., ..

1. Make a mural depicting a consumabk prodOct from-farm-to piobesshig to retaWmarket 11.

5 4
*

a .

4

to consuater. . . . . .
- i, .,

. .
,, . . ..

. . , .,

2 ,else or make -maps to study growing season and avallability.qf PrOduct. :. !
. . .., ..

, . , t'3. List All workers involved in proCessingand transporting product, .. , - '
I T # . : ,4

13
' * '

4. Visit retail market and observe-pkg.-display-storage and pricing activitiester'the PrOduct:
...

P 9 lor ......

r
TEIllAleS': ,

--
k

. ,,,,.. ' .4
.. - , 'e ":

- s, '.

1. Mural Paper and Media such as chalk, magic Markers, 'Oririyon
-

2. "' Product-0d growing season mapsfor local area
<

5.;

VARIATIONS:

fi

A

,

41

. .

.
11.. 0

, ,.

ROle play processing Ormarlietinkof,prodiict-make applesaUce or apple pie-butter-,
Depending on product. _-, - - .' -'1' ' ..

. '
product.

., ,

. -
- - - ,. .. 4'

. A 4.' ' 4
., , ',I .44 A i !:55

, Sr. ,. .
. Divide 'class intogroups and each group Studyand Milce`oralpresiintagon as-farmers, .-

"factory workers, -truckers; imyers 4to6keroi argt.c*ricil. ." . -.. , -"., ..,
. ,, . - . . "

3. Flan a seriet of field' trips',vvlieke students, -could observe, the Operatimi:of each.biisiziaii,'
examplilisit agile-farm-ware house Or canuery,.or 'Octet frill-triicking Co:-nuiii:), .

-.. ; ....
. , , , -, ,

- , -

4

- \

.

.< s
,

54
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'MU: Can He Do That?

.

SUBJECT gArEM Social Studies

.41

(6.2) 1. For the individual to recognize that occupations tend to cluster in several ways.'

PRIMARY ACTIVITY; (K-i)

T. Put a list of qualificatiou4 on the boardsuch Lc'
- Can work with 14s hands .

Is goOd in matleimatics
- Can ialkin frOnt of gronp4tc.

-

Ask the student to choose one category andniake a collage of people who must satisfy
that qualification to perionntheir rud or occupation.

,

MATERIALS: .
1. Magazines with pictures of people

! :
.VARIATIONS:

s4'

1 ,

1. ,;,,t
, ,

I. rift *lures of various buildings on the"board, Church-school-home:hosnital-office-
. .faCtoiy. ,StudentsCit out pictures,of peopk who wouldpliy an important Tole in

. ;:that building and pin in:beneath the appropriate place.
-..., .),

..
,, t ,,-

..
. , _ , .

.-.,- , . -.,__ 2. Put pictures, of various' tools on the bulletin boaid. Write words that would be names
,- - for peoples jobs or roles on strips of 'papet. Ask,the student to put names of people

.1., i, ; who would-use,th4t tool it the column beneath that tool (names can be for reading
I .

4. , vocahuliry improVement).' . -
.

,

, r t , , c

1

, 'r
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Tau: Hot -cold

SUBJECT MATTER: Geography/Social-Studies

1 1:.4

4-

rr

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to recognize the effects of geogra .on people.

(11.2) 2: To enable students to identify factors which influence decision_-making.

(6.10) 3. To enable, students to identify reasons an individual may, choose to of not to enter a
specific occupation.

`s.

CTIVITY: (4-6)

1. While studying a particular area or state other than Michigan, have students list things
a 'person might do during a normal day.' .

2. Identify things on the list (of-try to add others) that people:would not likely do if they
hied in Michigan, because of the different climate or physical setting..

3. Assist the students in identifying occupations that are common in the other area,or
state and not in Michigan (and visa versa). Identify why:

-. If they were to choose one of these occupations, would they want to move?

5. Summarize through a discussion which draws out the following point: Geographx is
often a factor which. influences decisions of persons to enter a particular occupation.

4

66
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44* TITLE: Anianals.Make Decisions Too!

SUGOESTED SUBJECT: Science

PURPOSE:

34

1. , To increase studenteknowledge of animal behavior.

lid (10.1 ,C,) 2. To enable students to identify situations and events in their livesthat involve,.
"-"/

N. /if,

PRIMARY ACTIVITIF,S' (4-6)
-

I. Initiate activity by leading a discussion,of decisions students,made this morning from
the time they awakened and the present.

2. Help class or group to list as many of these decisions as either a grOup or
individual decision.

4

3. Begin a discussion of students' pets and the decision they made this morning.,

4. Help the class or group list as many'as liOssible as either group or individual decisions.

:5. Compare and contrast two lists in a class discussion. Note: The pet list will be
"individual" dominated. The discussion can-be summarized by enlphasizing the
number of decisions we made without realizing it at the time,and by emphasizing
the importance of other people in our decision-miking:-

VARIATIONS:

1. Discussion can be expanded/4D identify the effects, that students' decisions have on
"others (family, pets, friends, etc.).

4

67
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TITLE: Music Decision 'Making

SUBJECTMATTER: fviiiiit-Pkrtj 7\guageArts

PURPOSE?

r

1. To enable students to learn differences in lnusic styles.
c

I
(11:2) 2. To enable'students to acquire skill in relating factors that influence a decision to

identify options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3).
s

(11.2) 1.

1

'Students listen to several types of songs or, sing several types of songs-ballads,_ huniorist,
serious, (or other choices). .

r.

2. Students then choose which onelthey like the best-perform the song.

A 3. Next tell by drawing a picture ox record on tape why
acceptI like itbut why they liked it). .

A

4. Lead discussion of the various factors students noted
they did.

MATERIALS:

1. Selection of songs-records or students sing.

1 Tape recorders.

'3. Drawing papercrayons.

VARIATIONS:

(11.2B) 1.

they choose the song (do.not

as to why they selected the longs

9

Students goAto the "music store" that has records, sheet music, tapes, simple instru-
ments, etc.

2. Studentsidentify one, they want most.

After purchase give reasons for their choice'.

r

L

(11.2C) 1.

2.

3;

Tour a band room and explain the instrumentsif posble handle or hold.
.

If band members aye present have them explain the instruments and what is involved
in playing them fholding breath, puckering lips, holding heavy instrument).

After tour students describe different characteristics that are required for instruments.
,..

4. How do the charaeleristics suggest different options to band members or it considering
relaxation playing to students. ,

68
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(11.211) 1. Student interview serious music students in school or professional musicians.

2. Record person's interests, achievemerits, etc.

3. Take ac hievement tests, interest inventory performance records, ability test.

4. liovi do all of these relate to what was learned in the interview.

,
5. Students present the correlation or results in terms of self-readThrou,.gh reports or

oral presentation:

O

\

. f.

"&vs,S
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.

TITLE: Good Work Box

SUBJECT MATTER:" .Language Arts
a I

PURPOSE:
,

1. To have students observe and write about positive work habits and goals.

(11.1) 2. To enable students to acquire skill in developing options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (46)

1: Begin by discussing good (positive) work habits that you have noticed in the classroom.

2." Prepare class fist of-positive and tive actions and results after discussion (cite
classroom examples) of options of methods of work.

3. When student sees someone exhibit good work habits as an option topoor ones, they
write out what they saw student do and put in box signed or unsigned.

4. Once a day have student read slips of paper from the box.

S. Initiate class discussion about how students feel about good work habits and how,t1ley
made their choices of the work they did..

MATERIAL:

1. Cut slot in top of shoe box.

2. Cover or decorate box.

3. Provide a supply of paper.heside box.

VARIATIONS:

(11.2C) 1. After discussion. of positive/neg, work habits, students observe work habits pi others
and self for one dayexplain in an essay or on tape why different characteristics may
suggest different options in study/work for individual.

-
(11.2A) 1. Identify specific work habiti per occupation and options\q;en based on individual

work habitsmatch work habits with those required by ocoupations through an ad-
-, vertisemeldfor the occupation.

(11.2A) 1. Given two aciivities students enjoy, students will choose one and give reasons for choice
by way, of acting out the reasons as in a commercial or draVving and labeling reasons
as in a magazineexpand to study of various commercials.

3 .

7p
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(11.2B) 1.

4

r
"Given three items individuals would like to buy he or she will determine which one
they want MOST and give reasons why in.,the same form, of a news copy article-atn
expand to study of various journalism stylesi.

(11.2) 1. Study story of LITTLE RED HEN and discuss attitude of characters toward the work
needed to be done discuss options that were openio the characters and their decisions.

4
(11.2) 1. Play a game of checkers or similar decision making game with variety of options,,

(tic-tac-toe) *rite out reasons, choice; results, in chaft form chart out game.

S.
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'I1TLE: Multiplication -

SUBJECi-MATTER: Math/Art s .

PURPOSE:
,

'
,

1. To enable the students to see the relationship of Multiplication te,ad4iiion.

(11.1) -2.. ,To enable the students to-acquire skills in options.\o..
I

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)
4

, .
4t-

s

t .

(11.1B) 1. Havethe students learn to-multiply by twos (or any otherpuinlier). j

2. 'Students then make a chat using the same Pietnres or murilier syinbols to illustrate
- ' multiplying by twos. .

.3. Neit, hafe the students make a chart using the same pictures:or numbers to show
addition of the same numbers (3+3 or 4+4) etc.

. 4. Compare the two charts. (Each student could do one number set).

f. Relate the results by identifyirig two (2) relationships between multiplyingsand adding:

MATERIALS:

1. Paper .

.2. Crayons
.

3. Paste

4. Markers

5. Flash cards or multiplying worksheets

VARIATIONS:
(11'.1A) 4. Given the tisk of learning'numbers, the. students mill work viit three (3) ways Qf

dbing the task. ,

2. The teacher then follows through-on-flielug,gestions bythe students.

C

1.

a

;(11.1E) 1..
.

, Given the task of using multiplication, the student identifies two leisure and two
occupational options it is used in. '

. -, .
4

2. After identifying options, Piave, the students give examples.'
...., --

3. 'Choose one'example,,and find pictures or draw pictures of the nse'of multiplication. *
.

'., f
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"UM Health and Senses'

. 'llealth/Linguage Arts

-

38 "
I

' ...
. .

.. :. , - ...
, - . 1. -To enable the student to ide;rtify, sensesand their fiinctien,5and-imatance.,,

,,

(0.2) 2. To enable flie2student to identify 'factors that influence deci. sionsmikhig.

' pRIMAKk AC'T'IVITY :' - : .
e

-: (10.2B)'' 1. Have the students idehtify five (5) senses tad' chooseohe (I) they value the most.

2.

,,

, ,

9,

,

4 4

. ,, , .

bivide tlietlass int; five groups according to, the choice o . . .'.
e ,.."

3. In the-small groiipt, have the students role play a given j ob or activity without the
use'of the sense their group represenis.ieg. passing out papers without the use of their
eyes). ,, .

- - . . -.
'

.

Have the students then list %he reasons why thefthose thepaiticplar sense they did
as being the Utost value to them: : .

'4 -

5. Initiateclass discdssion about reasons listed: ..

- , , ,,I

"
4. 4 .,MATERIALS: ,

r .

i. . List Ofjobs or activities.ties. '
ey

1 s a.

° 2. , Payer td writelactors for their decisions.

VARIATIONS; ,
,, t

. .. . , , ,
.

(10.2A). -1. Have 'the students identify one (1) sense.
. ,4 .

2. Students then could discuss hew, that sense influences their daily.decisions.

4

. 3. -Act out some. of those decisionswith the senses identified. ,,
,

4, ,Att opt decisions without using the particular sense. How would the same decision.
Elie made.Witliout the sense?

-

'(10.2E) 1.

r

A

After study of the five senses, have the students place a value on each sense using
a 1-5 point rating 'system. (Number can be used more than 'once).

2.. .-Auction off the five senses. (Studerits total,points based on ratings).

3. Students cannot "buy" more -than their total rating pints, (If they bid all of their points
on sight, they will Then be without points to bid-on the other senses, or they may spread

e out their biddinglo,gain a little use of all five senses). ,Students would bid high on those

37
4
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.they did:

r-

(10.2F) I. Give the students'a list of famous sculptors and have them select one they would
lace to investigate further.

.
2: Have the students research the sculptor including the life style of the sculptor.

el

o

e

.

3. Theri have the students proje6t themselves in the career of that sculptor.
. ,

4. Then disc= the possible factors upon which the famous scupltor mule his or her
decision to become a sculpior.

0

I?
. (3i. discisi What factors a person should consider in order to become a sculptor.

7

1-.4PF"
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TITLE: Professional Sports Careers .

SUBJECT MATTER: Physical Education/Health
o

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to understand physical requirements of a sport (professional).

(11.2) 2. To enable student to acquire skill in relating factors that influencea decision to
identify options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6j

r1. Students choose a sport played professionallror a person who is a professional
athlete.

2. Research through media, books, interviews, etc.What life style is required of that
sport (e.g.curfews, diet, etc.).

3. What optibnsare open to that person if they leave the professional sport career.

4. Make a book or chart of what they have learned. ,.

5. Make class presentation of findings including factors that influenced their choice
of sport to study.

MATERIALS:

1. Resource materials, books, tapes, people, films, etc.concerning life in sports.

2. People for interviews in local level who have chosen sports as a career.

3. Materials for b9,0k or chartpaper, pencils, etc.

VARIATIONS:

(11.2A) 1. Have students perform two movementsone slow, one fast, (crawling, running,
skipping, creeping) ,

2. Student will choose which one they like.

3. Give reasons for choice.

1. After a tour of S'Sporting store or a look through a physical ed equipment catalog
make a list of equipment needed for a favorite sport and list of equipment for a
sport not liked. '

2. Compare lists7which items are involved in activity liked.,

3. List two more activities liked in physical ed. 4,'

75



4. Decide which equipment they would most liieter"order" or "buy".
I

S. Give reasons why they choose these.

.

(11.2D)1 1. Study professional and olympie athletesstudy physical make -up, training, likes,
dis-bies, eft.

\

2. Make a master matrix of what specific characteristics are required for each sport.

3., Students then choose what professional sport they Would hie to pursue.

4. Compare self to career on matrix which characteristics doesstudent have in comparison
with those onthematrix.

. tt
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TITLE: Play Acting

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Oiatialiguage

'PURPOSE: "

I.

41

To enable a sthderit to speak in public or before anaudience.

a'
a V

(11.4) 2. To enable student to acquire still in1stating and implementing a plan of action.
a

ft.PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

(11.4A) 1. Discuss the various partsof characteristics in a play or nursery rhythm arid,their.roles.

2. Have students identify what part he wants and hoW he will go about obtaining thepart (try outs).

3. 'Students then implement plan for try outs.

4. ' Present play or skits based on nursery rhythmor other short stories.

MATERIALS:

a.

1. Short stories, plays, nursery rhythms

2. Any stage props needed for play

3. If can read script if not oral or record of play.

VARIATIONS:

(11,4B) 1. Study various types of plays7narrative action, Greek chorus, etc.

2. `Students choose a particular leisure activity related to plays (scenery, Writing, customs,etc., acting, directing).

3. Students then develop a personal program aimed at learning the necessary skill.

4. Use skill in producing a play or program.

(11.4B) 1. Students choose a leisure skill they would like to learnplaying instrument, roller
skating, playing ball, juggling, tumbling.

a

,2. After choosing skill student develops piogram.efor learning skill that follows through.

3. Meanwhile study types of shows and earniva% presented in the middle ages when bands
of players roamed early England and Europe entertaining courts.

Students then present their carnival or talent sho\w displaying theanevily acquired skills.
,

.
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(11AC):-. 1.
'

2.

3

4.

V

. (11.4E),.
.

1.

4..

;

I'

/

Study satire, pantolnime, and commercials.
-

' .

,,Study each gther's and Self qualitittor traits both positive suid negative.

Students fheli present a picture of an ideal person (work as group).

Students then mace a plan of experiences or events using the satire, pantomime, or
conurierciaLfonnat to present his ideals to class concerning the self traits that are
negative tcedunging then to positive. Each student does his own series.

1."

1

-'
tSimilar yo above`but go into more depth in changing a part of one's life styleactualize

it. ,

0
.,

% I . p
4
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TITLE:. Measuring

SUBJECT MATTER: Math'

PURPOSE: 4
*

.

'

1,' For the students to gain.experience'in'tising linear 'measuring instruments.
, 7

(10.1) 2. For the individual tciidentify situations and
s

events,in his or her life thatinvolve
=Icing decisions. .

-

. .

f

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K -3)
4

1. Each small group,geigl bean, 1 one inch ruler; 1 regular 12 inch ruler, yardstick.

. Groups'measure ana list number of beans, one inch rulers, 12 inch rulers and yard-
sticks it takes to get from* classroom door to main office door in school.

. - ,

'3. Groups decide which method of measurement is fastest/slowest, which method is least
accurate.

.

MATERIALS:

r
1

1. Navy Beans

2. Paper 1" Ruler

3. Rulers -

__ft. Yardsticks

.0 0

a
-

4

.

4
I

4

e

A

a ' , ,

.4 lo
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:UsiugGfaphs
. v. , ,

SUBJECT Mathigcience

'

- PURPOSE: ..

.
4. ,

", s. .1. to recognizehow graphs can be used. To learn to read graphs and to infroduee
types of:graphs . .

,
(I I.: W) , 2. Giien a specifieintellectual skill the individtial can identify options that would involve

,..7' .. . '` . .tat skill. 4°

L.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Collect graphs from many places and post on bulletin board with picture and title
of person in occupation which uses the graph:

Nursetemperature graph
Salesman-sales giaph
Clerkgraph of item usage
Weathermenrainfall and temp. graphs

MATERIALS:

Magazinescut graphs fiom

2. Individual resourcesgraphs they use in their work

VARIATIONS:

1 1 Make a bulletin board showing how individuals use averages, on their jobs.'

I

, , 7

. ,

pebple round off numbers.

ES

80
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TITLE: What's it Me Today

SUBJECT MATTER: Science /Social Studies/Weather& Health

PURPOSE: - ___.

A )

1. To become oriented with a calendar and time measurements; days-weeks-months, etc.

2. To beginrobservation of weather signs.

(10.2) 3. For the individual to identify factbrstthat influence decision making.
. .

P RIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)
I,

1. A large bulletin board display with, calendar thermometer and weather symbols.

2. Each day use the large calendar to point out the day and dateStudents may wish
to write it down. Observe outdoors and decide what symbols represent the day's weather
put them on a'section marked TODAY. Move red mark on thermometer chart to proper
temperature. From pictured clothing choose appropriate ones to wear and discuss
how it,is related to weather syinbb1s. .

°MATERIALS:

1. Calendar

2. Pictures of clothing items-boots-umbrella, heavy coats,
L° ,

3. ° Weather picturescloud; rain, sun, snow, etc.

4% Thermometer with red and white adjustable elastic'to put at correct temperature(May
.' be,pictured with ice, water, sun, rather than actual numbers for Kdg.

. , .. .
VARIATION&

,

1. Charfmay be pidtures of tools to choose from7Describe a task to be done and choose
the,appropriate tools and discbss why they would be needed.

2. Plans for a.partyChoose pictures of objects that would be appropriate in terms of:
Age of guests

`

Kind of 'party
Money to be spent

81



TITLE: What I Want To Get

SUBJECT MATTER: Math

PURPOSE:

1. To strengthen skills in problem solvingaddition and 'multiplying.

(6.4) , 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between and within the occupational',
world and the economic system.

(11.2)4 3. For the individual to a uire skill in relating factors that influence a decision to identified
options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: fIC-61'
OZ. 7

1. The individual writes down ths list of items he wants for Christmas;
. .

. 2: Look fen s up in ,caialog for price figure total price for itenis on his list.

..

Al

k
Multiply total cost for his lis ...by the number of people in his family discuss the amount
in terms of average incomes.

, ,

Using listed prices rewrite items in order of preference within a cost limit.

MATERIAL&

Christma4 eatalog,.or

2. Toy or gift,catalog, or

3. 'General catalog

VARIATIONS: I.

,

1. Make a list of desired itemsLook up prices in an u X0 date catalbi. Compare prices
with a catalog 5 yrs. ago and if possible 20 yrs. ago.

J.

2. 'Using catalog prices figure the cost of equipping one room of, the house with furniture,
appliances, etc. w

it ,..

82
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TITLE: Individual Planning .

12/

SUBJECT MATTER: Spelling (Words can be chosen from any subject area).

PURPOSE:

1. To develop proficiency in spelling.

ividual to identify and evaluate educational options in terms of self
,

(12.1) 2. For

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-6) r -

440

Devise a contract.pii which the student can list the words he chooses for the week .

and describe the activities he will do to study the spelling and definition of the words.

Post or provide a file of optional activities the individual can choose from fox_bis in-
. dependent study.

3. .Ask student to graph his final test scoresReview contracts for-study methods and-
compare to graphs of final tests for correlation. .

MATERIALS;

1. A card file of spelling lists designed to develop a particular skill or for a particular
group of wordsshort vowel words, silk, etc.months of the year & capitals; -
math, science, or social studies vocabulary etc. graduated in' difficulty.

2. 2. Final test to be used for each list.

3.. File or bulletintoard listing study methods and activities.

VARIATIONS:

s

4
. ,,,

1. Use vocabulary list from science Or social studiescontract for study,methods.

'2., Math tasks such as learning X tables or com atiouf may. be assigned Using simila' r
contractOPtioual study suageitions may blisted such,as writing tables downusing
flash card istening to tapes, etc. .

f

a

I
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SUBJECT MATTER: Science /Oceanography

PURPOSE:

1. To develop an awareness of fhe physical problems to be considered during ocean
exploration..

(11.1) 2. For the individual to acquire skills in developing options.

PRIMArt ACTIVITY: (4-6)
4'

14. Ask students to design his'or her own sea.lab. .

.e
2. Research done on bathyscaph and bathysphere.

3. Consider basic physical needsfood, water, air.

4. Plan schedule of activities in underwater sea lib for three days with awareness of limited
movement. - . 1-

* ,.

\\ ,
5. Discuss their feelings about their undepvater living qtiarters.

at.
t

MATERIALS:

9 1. Drawing paper and pencil

.4t
2. Or cardboard boxes

VARIATIONS:

. . .
'1. Student may be asked to 'design a houseboat that they could live on:

c ..
2. Design a space bubble or underwater bubble living area. . /

ee , - ,
(

41 .
9 . .

4. .
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TITLE:, Graphs tell a Story,

SUBJECTW±ML Math/Scielice
re

MMQEL

1. To use a scientific. approach for collecting arld analyzing data'.

(10.2) 2. 'For the individual to identify factors that inflikhce decision making-

MMARYLACIEML (46)
.

,1. Ask each sludeht to keep a graph on some daily phenomena such asnumber of
absence

. Analyze graphs for patternssuch as are there generally more absences on certain days
of he week.

3. List postible causes fdr rise in absences, look for cane' latioft on graphs.

MATERIALS:
, L

1. Graph paper

2. Worn:121'69n on subject to be graphed
,

VARIATIONS:

1. Graph the number of peo ple that buy hot lunches, correlate it with items on the menu.

2. Graph scores on spelling testsor math work sheets. Watch for improvement or progress.

.

5'

,

.
,10
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TITLE:. Pbuihing Meals 4. - ,
. 4 .

SUBJECT MAL thR: Science (Nutrition)/Math

PURPoSE:
.

1. To be able to plan a nntritious;appealing meal and recognize cost factor.. To make

.
use -Of information involving the basic food groups. -,..

.
(6.1) 2: For the individual to u nderstand the relationship between an occupational role, its

setting, and life style. '

(11.2) 3. For the individual to gain decision-making experience by- making systematic decisions.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (

1. Using a cliart of the basic food groups, plan a day's menu for the individual's family:

2.. Using grocery ads, clip out prices used and estimate cost for the groceries for tlieday's
meak.

MATERIALS:

1. Groceryads frot newspapei

'2. Chart of basic fobd groUps

VARIATIONS:

O

1. Make a set of problems using cery ads to provide
skills. Cost of 3 lbs: of meat price is advertised at

practice in multiplication and division
78 cents per lb:, etc.'

2. Keep a record of food consumed for a 3 day period.
tb see if you are eating nutritionally balanced meals.

t

e

(

a

8G

Compare to basic food groups

4 f'
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TITLE: Health Simulations

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Language Arts
et-

PURPOSE: ,

0

To assist the student to develop basic firseaid practices.
.

(11":3) 2. For the individual to gain decision-making experiences by making systemic diciSions.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Review general first aid' rules from a first aid unit.

2. Design 6 stationsdeal with hypothetical accidents that require, first aid knowledge.
At each station have an adult or other person who his had first aid training and will
be knowledgeable of what steps should be taken for the accident situations: .

3. Divide the class into small working teams. As each` team proceed§ from one station ..
.., to another ilify must state their plan, of action and then carry it through to fit the.

hypothetical situation..
. .

MAT ERIALS: ....

1. First aid Materials

2. Health or first aid texts

VARIATIONS:

1. Divide class into small.(woiking teams.

,Teacher presents ahypothetical accident; Within their groups the siudents select a, ,
siictim(s), decide what they will do, and implement their plan' in %role play situation.

3. Discuss the.situatiolisand ,SolntronsCfo'r the. problem.

, ,
. , . , 7-

.
-

, .
. . ... - , : . t

A/ 4. prekent more hypbtheiicaisituations....
, . . , ., (. . , .. . I

'

0.

?
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SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Art/Economics

PURPOSE: ' `?

,1.' To assist the students 'spate in group decision-making processes.

(11.2) 2.. For the individual to a lure skill in relating factors that influence a decision to
identified options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6) ,
MP.

1. To realize how pronaganda, cliches, superstitions, and peeergroups affect choices we
make. The child seleCtS magazine adverlisenvirts that appeal to him. The child then
states why he chose them (what influenced his decision),.

Defing underlined words.

2. In small groups the children design a "negative conunercial".by.'selecting a product
. and loolchig at many braifd advertisements fgr that produft (ex. toothpaste)., Their

commercial must convince peoplenot to buy the product.

6. Look at billboard techniques which are .eye-catching. ,

List as many techniques as possible 'and have individuals sketch those that were popular
ylith the class. Fr.= the sketches the children can work in small groups to desigii

. eye-catching" bulletin boards 'for the class. ,

MATERIALS:

I,. A collection of magazines,'

2. Paper for sketching (etc.)

Cr

, .

'
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MILEL Fact or Opinion

SUBJECT MATTER: Luiguige Arts/Social Studies

PURPOSE:

1. To assist students to be able to listen to differing points of view.

(11.3) 2. For the individual to gain decision making experiences by making systematic decisions.

PRIMARY ACTIVTIY: (4-6)

1. Discuss what is meant by fact and opinion.

2. Children give examples of fact and opinion.

3. Make a blank chart or ditto.

- 4. Have the children record from the chalkboard statements relevant to them.

5. e children read the statements and mark the statements as to fact or opinion.

MATERIALS:

q 1. Individual charts to be filled in.

I

Sample questions:

.1. Abraham Lincoln was the best president of the United States.

2. Pontiacs are American made cars.

3. Girls are smarter,than boys.
fl -

4. All words contain at least oncanvel.

4 5. Art is the most interesting subject in school.

6. (Levert spelled backward is level.
0

.

7,. Lisa is. the most beautifUl girl in schoo
. '

81/4:4 Pink is prettier than blue.

9. Jim weighs 68 pound,. ,
4

s.
10. It is important for everyone to go to college.

.0 . . ,P
1
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Wveryope-Does-Their-Thing
146

'

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

`PURPOSE:

1.

(10.2) 2.

To assist learners to participate in group decision making processes.

For the individual to identify factors that influence decision making.

PRIMARY ACTT 'Y: (4-6)

1. Each child in the role play gro"; is given a card stating who they are and what their
special activity is. An introduction is read by the teacherThis family group must
decide where to do their activities taking into consideration the needs and interest
of the other family members. There are 4 bedrooms, a bathroom, a Wing room and
a kitchen in thejiome. The piano is in the living room.

2. Each child that has a card reads it to the class.

3. Group discussion and solutions by the class follow the presentation.

MATERIALS:

Grandmotheris 70, she likes to knit and musttake a nap after supper around 6:00
p.m.-7: 00p.m.

2. Fatheris 45; he works 11: p.m.-7:affa.m. and sleeps froin'3:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
which allows him to do oth r activities pe441,fing, fishing, carpentry, during daytime
hours. .

3. Mother works from 3: 0 p.m. to 11:30 p.m. as a nurse. This allows her to sleep
from 12:00 a.m. -7:00 a. . During the day she spends time with father, does house-
work, ceramics, and wor on church projects and sings in the choir.

4. Jeanis 15, she attends s hool during the day. She needs to. practice cheerleading,
and piano.

-'t
5--" Jim is 18, is workingtiart-time while going to school during the morning, He works

\saka musician in a jazz band playing drums from 6:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m. He must
prOtice from 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m. everyday.

How and when can each member of the family participate in Their individual activities
without interfering with the other family member's activities.

.

.9
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TITLE: Individual Skills

SUBJECT MATTER: Physical Education/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1. To enable studenti to prepare a plan of action and follow through in a skill building
program.

(13.3) 2. To enable the student to assessihe probability of attaining goals..

PRIMARY ACTIVITY:_ (4-6)

(13.3B) 1. Set the goal of achievement as an obstacle course or medley of activities skills.

. 2. Have the student decide what skills are needed to obtaiii

3. Students then plan an individual advance program of learning skills plus a way of
evaluating them.

4. Students then carry out program to show how developing ability in a specific skill
can aid in obtainingctheir goal. --

5. Initiate class discussion of advantages of advance planning to learn skills..
-.; . .

MATERIALS: , , ...,. .
e

1, . Paperfoencil for program bf skill 0 *Z3

..

2.. DittodeScribes medley or obstacle course, or a demonstration of what is required.

''''l .
VARIATIONS:

(13.3A) .1. Have a ball bouncing relay or -a broad jump.

2. Have students explain what physical skills they needed to achievi goahof above. .

3 1)id they do well or poorlywhat effect did their personal skills have on their
achievement of their goal (too short; not fast enough, didn't know how; too
shy to try,'too muchin a hurry t6listen to rules, etc.).

.'4. SuggCstions.frO.m student of how he will improve to gain goal.
i.

-....,,
4 ..-

. .1 .

' A

$

Give a 'skill test, after test have students score their achievement.
. ; .

Pass outa worksheet of what skills are needed to pass test (can work for any activity).

.' 4

Student then, identifies those attributes he/she possesses and which he/she does not
poksessio obtain skillbased upon previous test.

92
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Students set up a specific goal of physical growth (lifting so many weights, learning
back flips, shot putting so many yards).

2. Individual now identifies three specific factors which might interfere with attainment
of one's goal.

3--Set up a prbgram to avoid the three factors mentioned above.

4. Discuss results of programs students set up to attain identified goals.
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TITLE: cal Rhythm

SUBJECT ATTER: Music/Physidal Ed./language Arts

4 7

PURPOSE:

To enable the student to realizewhat is involv rhythm.

1'

1

(14.1)-2. To enable the student to identify and acq information and skills necessary, tog in
further education and training related to Iden ied career goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITYr 14-6)

(14.1B) 1. Have the students listen to a song you choose.

2. Then have the students try to imitate the rhythm of the song without listening to the
song again.

3. Have the students look at the music score of the song and try to imitate the rhythm
or beat.

4. Have the students then identify what information and skills they need to read the music
and to gain the correct timing or rhythm.

-5. Then have the students gain the knowledge and practice the skills to be able to imitate
the beat of the song. Or create one of their own songs by writing on sheet music.

MATERIALS: a

I. Sheet music of recorded song

2. Record of the song

3. Blank music paper

4. Individual rhytluri skills worksheet

VARIATIONS:

(14.1A) 1. Students listen to song in class.

2. Have the students then look at the sheet music of the song played.
.

3. Then have the students identify situations where knowing how to read music is necessary
, t ,or where it is good to know but not necessary'. ,\

. 4 .l -....,
. ,- T

(14.1F) 1. HaVe the studpnts choose a music career from a list generated in class or by the teacher.

2. Theii have the students research the requirements of colleges or mimic schools with
regards to the career they have identifiefL.

9
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S. T.. Students their relatft_imwtlieselequirements involve knowing how tonic'. snosis-{te
, what degree or proficiency should sheet music or sight reading play).

4. Have the %tudent prepare an academicprogram for high school that should be followed
to 'gain admission" to music school for the identified music'career.

(14.1P) 1
. ,.

Hive the students research musical instruments and their philosophy regarding
reading music.

Write tllese institutions and acquireInformation necessary for admission to that school.

3. Present these fmdings to the rest of the class in the form of an original composition,
either instrumental or song.

I

/
S
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1TITETWOM-UstsAlp t

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Aits/Iteading

PURPOSE:.

1. To acquaint the students with the alphabet and careers available.

.

(16.2). 2. To enable the students to periodically assess progress on his or her caper plan.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

(16.2A) I. Using alphabet/picture cards, have the students sound the letter and say its name,
then name the career shown on the' card.

2. Have the students then choose three (S) cards and write the letter or name of the
carder on a work sheet under that letter.

3. Help the student set a goal of mastering a given'number of cards per week.

4. On Wednesday of the.week, discuss prog the student.

MATERIALS:

1. Word sheets, ditto.

2. Alphabet cards (see example)

VARIATIONS:

(I6.28) I. Have the students research a list ot alphabet tareers relative to whether. the jobs
are primarily inside or outside (or any other conditions),

.
......... ,

,..

2. Write careers in alphabetical, rder and write the special cimsideration't.of thejob,
like whether it is mostly inside or outjde work.

3; These can be done with cards instead opists. N
t,

4. Ilave the students identify-the steps they will use to accomplish the tasks.

. 5. At the end of a couple of days, have te student identify whire they are at in the

,.

steps and how long it will take to reach the goal they have established.

, A,
4

1 r, , I .
Have thestudents make upa lisisrith at least two (2) careersfor' letter of the.
alphabet. This can be done from a sampleliat handed 'mit. .

1,

.
. ..Have the student develop,a general plan for researching the *eels on.the list they

develop: :

Have the students establish checkpoints for the plan.

4



ave the student implement the plan and evaluate progress at The established
checkpoints.

(16.2F) 1. Give the students a list of goals or activities and then have them relate the list to
the careers listed on the alphabetic cards and make a chart. _

a

2. Then have the students identify two (2) different ways tomonitora persons progress
in attaining these careersput these on the chart across from the careers.

AASTRONAUT, ARTIST, AVIATOR

BBRICKLAYER, BARBER

CCOOK, CARPENTER

DDOCTOR, DENTIST

EELECTRICIAN, ENGINEER

FFIREMAN, FARMER

G7-GARDENER, 6RtidER
, .

SAMPLE ALPHABET LIST

HHAIRDRESSER, HOSPITAL ATTENDANT

IINTERN, ICECREAM MAN

iJANITOR, JEWELER

KKING

IILAWYER, LABORER, LIFEGUARD

M MILKMAN, MUSICIAN

N NEWSPAPERMAN, NURSE

0OPERATOR, OFFICER, OVERSEER

PPOLICEMAN, PHOTOGRAPHER, PRINTER

QQUEEN

RROOFER, REPAIRMAN

a

SSPACEMAN, SEAMSTRESS

TTRUCK DRIVER, TEACHER

UUMPIRE, UNIVERSITY PROFESSOR

VVETERINARIAN

WWEATHERMAN, WATCHMAN

XX-RAY TECHNICIAN

YYEOMAN

Z2ZOOKEEPER, ZOOLOGIST

9(



TITLE: Lunch Room
49 ,

,SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Social Studies/Health

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to see practical application of counting & counting practice.
_

(14.2) 2. To enable student-to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to gain
employment related to identified career -goals.-

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (K-3)

1. During a week or two ',weeks students take turns' role playing or actually do a classroom
job (after interview to see if counting skills are adequate).

2. Jobs could be collecting money for milk, for lunch tickets. Counting is needed to pass
out change, milk, lunch tickets.

3. Students decide what skills are needed and hold interviews in classroomchange jobs
every day so everyone has a chance.

MATERIAL:

1. A basic skill work sheet to be used as an application for jobonly those who can
correctly work can be interviewed.

VARIATIONS:

(14.2B) 1.. colinterview school lunch room workers a. cook, b. manager, c. clean up person.

2. List ways in which Math or Arithmetic play in serving lunches.

3. tlielp" in figuring out how many servings can be taken from one can of fruit (or what
ever) How many cans needed for that day's lunches.

,4. Chooge one worker and follow through duties and find out ways arithmetic is used;
,! a) Custodian7(How long time is needed to clean up rafter how many students).

1. b) Cook=(Serving size & amount needed). ,... I

,/ c) Maniger=(What to order and how budget is figured).

(14.2E) I.

3.

*ter identifying two sources of information about jobs available, in the food service
.

a) School lunches
b) Commercial Food Shops
c) Institutional Food Areas for.jobs.

4 List what skills are required during an interview with employers.

Find out what tests (if any) for arithmetic are required.

9b
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-

(14.2.1) 1. ' In4ividual research two potential employers'in the, Food Servici ,;Arta and identify
job requirements (gpeciitily math) and factors going wiihempfornent,

Evaluate own skills in the required areas:
t

A

V
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TITLE: InterviewsAcquiring Information Thfough communication

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts

PURPOSE:

I . bre III I I . TA: e nlir ow o carry ou a proper interview.

(14.2) 2 To enable student to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to gain
employment related to identified career goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

(14.2C) 1. Have students interview each other 'without any pre-discussion or clues.

2. Discuss what happenedwhat information they were able to gatherconipare results
and note.

3._ Next study the way to conduct a Proper.interviewWhat amount of pre-planning, -

thought, directiotrshould.take place.

4, Students identify two skills necessary fdr interview success.

5. Interview three friends or relatives (do prior Planning).

6. Compare results with first try-students draw conclusions.

MATERIALS:
A

1. Information oninterviewing skills, resource people
'-^

VARIATIONS:

4

(14.2A) 1. Have discussion as to what an interview is.

2. Have students interview each other for practice' -each choose a partnerand interview
each other.

3, Make a list of classroom jobsstudents decide the qualcations for each job.

4. Have students elect interview board (Employment Bureau).

. 5. Students then interview with "Employment Bureau" for class jobs.

6. The "Employment Bureau" employs best "applicant" for job.
4

7. -This could be done on a weekly or daily or monthly basis-changing roles.

(14.2E) ,l. Have students identify the types of jobs they are interested in.

Oil
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./
2. Student then identifies fw o sources for information about jobs available in community.

3. Students interview sources about qualifications required of job interest chosen.
V

4. Evaluate interview and jobs available.

Relate results.

_

apit

(14.21) 1. Students interview various employers and employment agencies in community to
gain information about resume contents. Find out how and what employers like to see.

2. Make a master sample of a good quality resume compiling information each studenthas found.

- 3. Students then develop their personal resume according to master sample and adjusting
it to their needs.

101,
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TITLE: Biographies

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Reading

PURPOSE:

(13.1)

To enabkstuderrts-uFrere alike orreacting.

2. To enable itudentS to identify and state tentative career goals and alternative goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4A) 4

(13.1B) 1. Study what Biographies are -how developed andwritten.

2. Have students choose a biography of a successful person and outline the success in
terms of goals.

3. Students read biographiesnoting what attention to his goal the subject gave at an
earlylagewhat helped person attain goal.

4 Compare biographies to see trend of how attention to ones possible career goal at
an early age helped person attain goal. '

---'MATERIALS:

1. . Various Biographies of successful people.
i.

VARIATIONS: '

(13.1A) 1. Have students identify a goal of future, (week, month) relating to school or holne.

2. Discuss-what a biography is.
4

3. Students then project attainment of chosen goal and write biography or tell'
biographical story including plan to achieve goal.

(13.1E) 1. Students read various biographies of famous people who's interest were varied
(Leonardo da Vinci, Ben Franklin, Edison, etc.).

2. Students then give two reasons why people form multiple career goals.

3. Students identify how forMulating alternative goals Can enhance a person's fleit

4. Have stud "is write a simple autobiography-emphasizing the alternative goals student
now has nd flexibility (sports, dancing, etc.).

(13.1G) 1. Students choose goalsoccupational, leisure, educational, and citizen.

102
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. Project self ten or twenty years from now.

S. Write autobiography showing student's interest andCareer options related to interest
and how these allowed p9rson to achieve goals that allowed student to express
interest.

i

1

0.

...

,
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TITLE: Team Skills

SUBJECT MATTER: Physical Ed./Citizenship

PURPOSE:

- To-enable students to learn-roles and-positions of team sports.
_7.

(17.1) 2. To enable students to modify or redesign career plthis, if evaluation indicates.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. Students list goal of team sport (position would like to play, score goal, team spirit,
etc.).

2. Work on team sports. "tri k
.

3. Student evaluate goal according to plan worked out to achieve goal.

4. Revise plan if goal was not reached, list 3 reasons plan may have to change.

-MATERIALS:

1. Paper/pencil

2. Discussion of team work, citizenship

3. Team sports

VARIATIONS:

(17.1A) 1. Give plan for an activity or team activities for week of Physical Ed.

2. Do not carry through plan.

3. Have students give reasons plan was not carried, out (lacking equipment, no gym shoes,
not enough people; bad weather out, eic.).

(I7.1C) I. Divide class into groups of 4 people and give each group a list of skills they must
accomplish as a team.

2. Allow time for accomplishment after team has turned in a plan of action.

3. At end of allowed time have teams evaluate accomplishments and achieved goals.

4. Students then describe how he or she would have,adjusted activities in order to make
greater progress.

104



g(17.1F)

1. With a group of foursgroup sets goallifting weights, shooting baskets, etc.

2 Make two plans for individuals to reach goals, plans should show two different
ways a person or group could channel energy upon reaching the goal (what comes
next?.)

t
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TITLE: Pottery

SUBJECT MATTER: Art/Library

PURPOSE:

69

1. To teach students how to make coil pottery.

(14.1) 2. To teach students to identify and acquire information arid skilecessary to gain
further education and training related to identified career goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

(14.1B) 1. Students are to make a coil pot following instructions given below.

2. Students research how to make a coil pot in the library or from resources within
the room.

3. 'Students then Write out,step by step method of how they are to make coil potinclude
a picture of what finished pot will look like.

Follow own steps and make coil pot.

S. initiate class discussion relative to importance of planning work and then working
the plan, also the importance of having adequate information and skills before as-
suming a given task.

MATERIALS:

1. Resource books of coil pottery

2. Clay

.3. Paper and writing tools

4. Crayons ftir pottery drawing

VARIATIONS:

(14.1A) 1,, Give students lump of clay and ask them tO make a pot.
;,'

2. While students are working have a discussion to see if they can identify the immediate
situation of needing certain knowledge and skills.

3. After putting clay away students then write what situation
(they

identified and What
skills are needed that they identified while working with clay,.

(14.1E) 1. 'Given a list of pottery careers students research at least three careers.

2. After research students would then tell which occupations require apprenticeships
and where they get rt. 1 0
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3. Also identify which eareers require vocational or tech, preparation and where
they can get it.

' Students compile 411 their information for a master list.

(-1-44110-1-L-- Students-researchrcoriummityloradarEd. ciassesiifienng potteif.

2. Visit such classes and interview students as to previous training or education.

3. What information was gathered by studentspresent it to classWhy types of
training or classes offered (Job, enrichment, credit, etc.).

t Ai
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TITLE: Writing a Science Play

SUBJECT MATTER: Science

PURPOSE:

...."'.
..`
a .

121 .

, !

a '.,

.1

c' 0

7'
1. To:reinforce basic concepts in,a particular science area-(Light and color).

e#

I

(15.2) 2. For the individual to demonstrate a commitment to and act upon his or her plans.

(13.1) 3. For the individual to identify and utilize resources necessary in the implementation
of his or her plani.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

1. View films that dramatically jortray science concepts such as "Remo" or "Our Mr.
Sun" jot'down ideas.

2. Divide cliss into small groups and give each a basic concept to work into a dramatic
portrayal. . .

3. Have each group choose a chrm. and recorder and give,o basic outline to be followed:
. 1. Statement of the concept

2. List of visual props that can be used
3. Create characters
4. Write dialogue

4. Each group present their part to the class and group decide on order of presentation
and method of putting it together.

4

5. List jobs for the play such as director-producer-props, etc. and elect individuals to fill
aroles.

6. Put play on for other classes and parents.

MATERIALS:

1. To be listed and procured by group

2. Area or stage for presentation

VARIATIONS:
t

1

1. Can be less complex if play is already written and student groups simply procure
props and choose indgicluals for parts.

2. Portrayal. of historic moments could be done in time sequence.

(
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TITLE: Planning Ahead
142

SUBJECT MATTER.: Social Studies/Language Arts

r

'PURPOSE: . #-,:s

. t
1. To assist students to organize andexpress selections which a&n'rately reflect theti .

learner's intended meaning. i
.

-

4

(13.4) 2. For the individual to plan personal programs to reach identified career goals.

,r4 PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6) .
.. .44 . :

... s 1. . Have the'itildents make a list of goals they would like.to achieve in the next week.
Y Put the list in prominentplace, and then review a Week latr to see if the goals

were leached.
>

,
. , . ,

. ..
2. Have them list their life goals and what has to be done to make the goals and dreams

l'` 4° come true. .

. Visit the cook in the school cafeteria, observe howshe plans meals. Such pns must
consider time, variety, nutrition, and cost.

S .. ,
4. Hatt the children work with their parents to createe adtuial week-long menu.

-, MATERIALS: .ri+ l'
,. , ....,.

1. Constniction paper

- .

f
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IMZL Classroom Jobs
l47

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

I. To assist the learner to utilize appropriate grammar, punctuation, spelling, etc. inex-
pressing themselves.

(14:2) 2. For the individual to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to gain
_ employment related to identified career goats.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (4-6)

Explain to students that:

I. Personal "resumes" are often required of applicants for jobs.

2. Children help identify those things important in a resume. The list should include things
Re: name, address, telephone number, personal information (age, size, general health)
education, experience, and why They are capable of handling, the job.

3, Select classroom jobs.

4. Each child submits a resume for the job he feels he is most qualified.

5. Appoint a selection committee to review the resumes and decide which applicants
should be interviewed.

6. The teacher helps the children realize the importance of making the final decision
about hiring an applicant on the basis of his qualifications as revealed in the resume
and interview.

7. This may provide a way for many children in the room to assume leadership roles.

MATERIALS:

I. Blank and sample resumes

11 0
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Smoking

. SUBJECT MATTER: Seience/Heilth/Governmeilt

PURPOSE:

To enable Students to hylestigate the effects of smoking on the smoker and others.

(3. 1E) 2. To enable the sitident-toldentify Individual and group consequences of his or her actions.

(3.1J) 3. To eriable students to contrast the rights of an individual Is The right of a group.
,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

Y
I. if 'Give a presentation (lecture, movie, or guest speaker) on e scientific effects of

smoking. Conduct a filtering experiment with a vacuum p and .burning cigarette. f
'Discuss effects,on nearby non-smokers.

3. Have crass develop pioposed legislation to control/prohibit smoking. Attempt to
re,ach a-class consensus on this legislation.

.
4. icsity councilman or state legislator could be invited to digcusS the.future of such

legislation.
/,

.

I .
I a

5. Summarize by discussing the importance of considering individual And group
implications before faking action. ;

-..

fY

41,;"

-`3

_

4
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1,

4'
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TITLE: Our Art/their Art

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Art Appreciation

PURPOSE:

To acquaint studies with the art of other people's.

(1.2) 2. To enable students to recognize similarities and differences between their interests
and values and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

rn

1. While studying a foreign land, have students identify art of the land. Have students
indicate which of the identified art they like and that they do not like.

2. Have students view...Wart objects (selected by you to inch\de pop art & classical art)
and rank them individually according to their preference.

3. Compare student's ranking, noting differences.
O

4. Draw out through discussion the role of interests and values of individuals in, deciding
what is art. Note that these differences in preference exist within the class as well as
across continents. Emphasis: One's unique interests and values help-make them an
indiyidual.

J
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TITLE: Dark:Kitchen/Shop

10

SUBJECT MATTER: Home ec./ShOp/Healt

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to work as a team in fixing a meal or cleaning the shop.

(121) 2. To enable students to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual and'emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-12)

'1. Haye class generate a list di physical handicaps.

2. Have students in each kitchen or work area, draw a handicap from hat (i.e. Blindness,
deaf, etc.) each one in team has a handicap.

3. Role play handicap and fix a simple'lunch/clean an area in the shop.

4. Observe safety rules as much as possible.

5. After activity discuss or write which activities were hard or impossible to accomplish
with a handicap.

\

6. Relate this to the development of skills and how we become "good" at something
While others are hard to achieve.

MATERIALS:
2

1. Equipment and tools needed for a simple lunch or clean up - those usually found in
area.

VARIATIONS:

(1.1D) 1. Have students play act getting a meal/both boys and girls.

2. At end discuss which chores are the easiest and why;'which do they like best?

3. What is the relationship to what they like and do the best? .

(1.1H) 1. Have students make a list of generally stereotyped "Masculine" and "feminine"
behaviors or characteristics usually observed in the classroom/or any situation
(Home chores distribution).

-40

2. Cover list-choose a partner-Not best friend.

\
3. Each partner make a list of his own and the other's characteristics of behavior (at

least five).

4
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4. Uncover general masculine-feminine list.

5. Each person mark "F" or ;`M" next to those characteristics on individual lists which
identify with those on master list.

,
6. Compare partners lists-Relate impre.$sions (Good discussion starter).

L

(1.1J) 1. Have students role play a handicap.

2. Each student list what types of after schooLactivities they could participate in with
a handicap.

3. Next each student make a list of activities they now participate in without handicap.

4. Compare activities-compare what is learned in each activity-how would one's.
intellectual skill be affected by.role play handicap.

116
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TITLE: The Sjiapes of Cities

it

SUBJECT MATiR: Art /Civics/Math (geometric shapes)

PURPOSE:

1. firo promote awareness of the physical make up of a city.

(3.2) 2. To enable students to recogniie both individual and group aspects in working on one
job.

PRIMAR ACTIVITIES: (7-A)

Initiate activity by leading a discussion of the kinds o .1-ometric shapes that are around-
use each day, at school, at home, in the community.

2. Allow the class to divide into small groups or divide the class yourself.

3. Assign each small group a different section of your community to draw a model or make
pictures using geometric shapes (business district, industrial section, auto dealerships,
residential sections, etc.).

4. Encourage students to.divide the work-load/in each small.group.

5. Put models or pictures together to form your classroom city.

6. Initiate class discussion regarding how the students divided the work-load among them-
selves and how it was necessary for each individual to contribute to the assigned small
group task in order for the small groups' work to be combined to make the 'city'.

7. Initiate discussion about increased awareness of various geometric shapes.

MATERIALS:

1. Geometric.pattems: circles, triangles, squares, rectangles, half circles

2, Drawing paper

3. Crayons or tempera'paint

VARIATIONS:
*f

1. Have students draw in perspective

2. Do various work diitricts'by job clusters .

3. Do photo collage as a group & intermix with drawings on some models.

4. Do map layout of city draw in districts from'aerial view'.
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TITLE: Who Me?

SUBJECT MATTER: Phyiical Education

PURPOSE:

1. To provide physical exercise for students.

(1.1) 2. To enable students to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual, and emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-A)

1. Have students' perform a wide variety of exercises,,varying from physical durability
to finger dexterity.

2. Have students record their performance.

3. Have students identify their strengths andweaknesses in terms of the exercises performed.

4. Identify 2 students who can out perform others on 2 exercises.
ti

5. Discuss with the class reasons and implications of the different abilities.
.

6. Draw out, through the discussion the parallel between physical, intellectual, and emotional
differences. , ,

ow.
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-ITTLE: Being Alone

SUBJECT MATTER: English/Health/Science

PURPOSE:

1. For the student to be able to express their feelings.

(1.3) 2. For the student to recognize settings & experiences that provide kntiwledge of self

aqd others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-A)

I. The teacher might present the concept of "being alone" to the class without positive

or negative tones.

2. Have each pupil explore his own feelings about being alone and recall what he does
when he is by himself. Then each pupil can express his feelings or tell what he does

in the following way: (pick one),
a. Write a composition.
b. Discuss it in a group.
c. Dr2w a picture.
d. Write a song or poem.
e. Find a song, poem, or picture that expresses it best.;

3. You may want to go further with the following questions:
Is it important to be alone?
When do you like to be alone?
What are the pleasures of being alone? ,'What are the problems?

MATERIALS:

I. Library
2. Record player
3. Art material

"el
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TITLE: Happiness Is?

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies

PURPOSE:

1. For the students to be able to express their feelings and express basic needs.

(1.3) 2. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge,,
-'self and others.

,

PRIMARYACTIVITY: (7-A)

1., Use board to keep suggestions befors eyes of students. The nature of this discussion
should be "Happiness Is", starting with common characteristics of htiman happiness,
and some less common possibilities. Show a hierarchy of basic needs. Broaden disld
cussion cut into area of jobs and careers. (Why are people happy with their work?
Unhappy? Absent from work? etc.).

MATERIALS:

1. Board

2. Chalk

3

0
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TITLE: Comparing Value Patterns of People ..."

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/English
le le

PURPOSE:.

4

. .

' 1. For the individual to be able to exchange informdtion and ideas in a group discussion.

(1.2) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her interests
and values and those of others.

.
PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-A)

1. Watch "The Rookies" and "Ironside".

2. Discuss the differences between the way police problems are solved,

Alternative:

.

1. Watch the Walton's, the Brady's, and the Bunker's families.

2. Discuss the different family relationships.

i-
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TITLE: A Whole Person

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Math/Science

PURPOSE:

1. To present to the pupils the idea that it takes all our capabilities to achieve goals,
solve problems, and make decisions.

(2.1) 2. For the individual to recognize that self developmentis the result of interaction between
personal characteristics and his or her environment.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY,: (7-12)

1. Asjc for three sets of four volcuiteers and in each set assign the following roles:
a. Physical self
b. Intellectual self
c. Emotional self
d. Social self

2. Each sets make up a whole person and the four pupils involved will decide what they call
the person Ailey make up and how he will handle one of the following situations:

a. Decide what to do during the day when school is cancelled.
b. Fed a-way to make up with a friend after a fight.

.c. Find a summer job.

3. Each set could then write and piesent a play about.the person they make up.

MATERIALS:

1. Props for the plays.

7
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TITLE: Drug Abuse

SUBJECT MATTER: Science (Physiology)

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to learn about and debate their views concerning the effect of

, .drug abuse on their physiological systems. a

(4.3) 2. For the individual to demonstrate the ability to initiatt-and maintain interpersonal
relationshiiCs. ,..,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Students investigate the digestive, respiratory, and nervous 'systems. ----

2. List pros and cons of smoking, using alcohol, sedatives, amphetamints, and hallucinogens
on large chart.

3. After -students debate concerning the legalizatiOn of certain abused drugs, the class
can verbally voice their yiews.

MATERIALS:

1. Resource person, preferably an inhalation therapist

2. Films on smoking and health

3. Latge chart
7

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

,

1. Student-oconducted meeting and debate of drug abuse issue to which parents, law
officers, physicians and pharmacists have been invited and encouraged to participate.

P,
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TITLE: Health Career Opportunities

SUBJECT MATTER: Science (Physiology )(Health

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to learn about 'opportunities in health careers by personal or
telephone interview.-

(1.3) 2. For the individual to acquire listening, attending, responding,, and initiating -skills,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: 4

1., Students role play using good interviewing techniques on each other, both face-to-face
. and in a simulated telephone conversation.

2. Students interview a health worker of his choice. e
3. Preparation of a research)paper discussing the career of-the person interviewed.

MATERIALS:

1. Possible mini-trips to job sites

2. Access to telephones

VARIATIONS? (10-12)

1. Identify those health careers which require that a worker develop (1) good listening 4-
(2) empathy, and (3) good communication.

A
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TITLE: Health Careers

SUBJECT MATTER: Science (Physiology)/Health
O

PURPOSE: .

1. To provide exposure lo the many health careers opportunities and to recognize what
personal traits might be necessary to pursue each.

(1.3) 2. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge of
self and others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Field trip-to hospital to talk to various health workers at their job site-dietitians, lab
technicians, hospital social worker, physical therapist, emergency room attendant,
etc..

2. Describe information gained about himself or herself from experiences described in
act.l.

MATERIALS:

1. Films and filmstrips'on health careers.

2. Resource people such as R.N., Dentists, inhalation therapist and other health workers
not visited at the hospital.

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1. On a-iotating basis, students spend part of each day with community pharmacist,
ambulance driver, veterinarian, mortician, etc.

2. Prepare a paper which Would discuss value of each job and their own personal likes
and dislikes of each job,

AMINALm.
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TITLE: PlantsProfit or-Pleasure

SUBJECT MATTER: Science (botany)

- - PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to understand the various ways that plants enhince their lives
, and topyrsue a botany project of their own choice.

(1.2) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his interest and
values and thole of others.

PRIMARY ACITVITY: (7-9)

1. Investigate various types of work where emplOyment depends directly on pints.

2. Field trips to florist-gift shop, nursery, paper mill, vineyard.

3. Select a project which relates to the area of plant production student enjoyed most
and state three reasons why a particular project was selected.

MATERIALS:

1. Individual project materials

2. Films on landscaping, paper-making

3. Speakers such as park managers, landscape designers,seed salesmen, tree surgeons, _etc.

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1. Learn what job areas are directly related to plant growth.and production. Choose
any two to investigate liy'personally interviewing representatives of the job areas
student is most interested in.
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TITLE: Heredity vs Environment

SUBJECT MATTER: Science

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to appreciate their own uniqueness; to see the types of traits they
possess and how they might have been acquired.

.

(1.1) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her physical,
intellectual and emotional characteristics and those of others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Students explore simple dominant-recessive characteristics through study and films.

2. Chart the following characteristics of themselves, their parents, material, paternal
grandparents; eye color, hair color, hair texture, (straight or curly), dark skin. extra
digits.

3. List five charateristics of human beings that are due to heredity and two that may be
explained by the influence of environment.

MATERIALS:

1. Elementary genetics resource books, films, concerning DNA, mitoses and meiosis

2. Chart paper. 7

VARIATIONS: (1 0-1 2)

1. Field trip to state institution to investigate. results of mutations and hereditary defects.

2. Make a wall chart illustrating and comparing meiosis and mitosis.

3. By means of a Punnett square, figure the possible offspring of aman who is brown-
eyed (but has the recessive gene for blue eyes) and curly haired (but has the recessive
gene for straight hair) who marries a woman with the same traits and the same genetic
code.

127
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TITLES rm Batting 341

,SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Physical Education

PURPOSE:

I: To develop the ability to chAge a fraction into a decimaL

0-.3) 2. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that proVide knowledge of
self and others. '

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L Make a meaningful fraction out of hits and total at bats.

2. Convert the fraction to a batting.average.

3. Upon collecting data of the high school team, have the students compile a top ten
hitters list

MATERIALS:

L Pencil and paper.

VARIATIONS:

L Use a newspaper sports clipping and have students confirm the data present.

(10-12) 2. Use a mini-computer to find' batfing averages of various players:

128.
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TITLE: Penny Wise.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Home Economics

PURPOSE:

1. To introduce students to the difference in cash and installment buying.

2. Give the student practical 2 and 3 step problems.

(4.1) 3. For -theindividual to,identify experiences which utilize interpersonal skills.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Have student select a desired product such as a bicycle, stereo, or such, then proceed
to at least 2 stores to inquire about purchasing through installment buying and cash.

2. Next compute the savings one would fmd.

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of both methods.

MATERIALS:

1. Paper and pencils.

2. Shopper's Guide.

VARIATIONS:

(10-12) 1. Older students could also look into borrowing from bank instead of installment buying.
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TITLE: Cadillac or VW.

SUBJEd MATTER: Math/Home Economics/Community living

PURPOSE:

I. Give students the concept of a budgdt and discuss how it affects their living environment.

2. Practice their computational skills with decimals and percents.

(3.2) 3. For the individual to.recognize both the individual and group aspects of life-career
roles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY; (10-12)

1 Given a salary of $12,000 or $22,500, the student will determine his monthly allowances
for shelter, transportation, clothing, recreation, etc.

2. Upon determining his budget allotments, he will select his type of home, car, vacation
and so on that will fit that budget. ,

MATERIALS:

L Paper and pencil.

2. Newspapers for ads, on cars, homes, etc.

VARIATIONS:

(4-6) L Discuss monthly payments such as car, house, electrical, etc., then total to fmd the
total expense for a month.

(K-3) 2. Exchange pictures of gars with price on them talking about the cost.
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TITLE: Deliberately Wrong.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math

PURPOSE:

L To develop one's confidence in his abilities that have been developed.

(4.3) -2. For tht-lirdividtral to demonstiate the ability to initiate and maintain interpersonal
relationships.

PRIMARY ACTIVITI: (7-9)

4:*

. r

L The teacher to deliberately add or multiply incorrectly in working a problem on the
blackboard..

2. To check a problem wrong that is right on a student's paper.

MATERIALS:

L Chalk.

2. Blackboard.,

VARIATIONS:

L Have stronger students assist the weaker to relate;and help one another.

(10-12) 2. Develop team contest where a team must come up with the sohitions to 3 problems.

1,2
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TITLE: I'm Better than Walt Frazier.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Physical Education

PURPOSE:

L To practice figuring shooting percentages.

I

2. To familiarize the student with a means of comparing statistics without the same
totals.

(L3) 3. For the individual to recognize settings and experiences that provide knowledge of ,
self and others.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)
-,

L Have student shoot 50 or 100 free throws then compute his shooting accuracy.

2.' Collect data from "Sporting News" on the shooting Percentages of the NBA or ABA
players and have students rank themselves with tfie best.

MATERIALS:
--,-.

L Basketball and hoop.

2. Pencil and paper.

VARIATIONS:

(10-12) L Have students be statisticians for school teams, recreational teams, etc.

2. Have student enter tournaments to compete under pressure.

-1,

I ,
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TITLE: Everybody's Doing It

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies
___ -

PURPOSE:

1. To show how strongly, patterns might influence individual behavior.
,

(3.3) 2. For the individual to understand the effects of role expectation on individual behavior.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY:. (7-9)

....C'Sg

1! Early in the day, six students might be asked to act as confederates. At a fixed signal
they would be expected to interrupt their work and to perform, one after another,
similar actions uncommon to classroom routine.

For example: During a period of study when it is absolutely silent the teacher would
'hand a piece of chalk to the rust confederate. He would then print his name forward
and backward on the board and hand the chalk to the second confederate. The
second would do the same task, then the third and'so on. Eventually the last con-
federate can hand the chalk to the next students and, if the pattern has been clearly
established the rest of the class will piobably continue to take turns printing their
names forward and backward on the board.

1,

To be successful the pattern should follow a chronological order. Students can later
discuss and evaluate the reasons for their actions.

.:-

i
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TITLE: Family Goal Evaluation

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies'

PURPOSE:

- 1. To allow students to participate in group decision making processes.
,

(3.2) 2. For the individual to recognize both the individual and group aspects of life-career
roles. ,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)
..

1. Class discussion of the concept of gofb(What goals do I have as a student? etc.)

2. Through small group discussion, students will list five goals of their family (providing
food, education, values, etc.).

3. In small groups students will create a poster, collage, mural, or mobile to illustrate
the family goals of each group.

MATERIALS:

(I. Magazines, paint, butcher paper, coat hangers, construction paper, glue, etc.

4

C's
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TITLE: The Water Is Wide

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1. To assist the iearner ,to communicate with precisioh.

(1.2) 2. For the individual to recognize similarities and differences between his or her interests
and values, and those of others,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-12)

Read and study The Water is Wide by Pat Conroy. Students write a composition which
answers the following two questions?

1. How do you think Pat Conroy's values were influenced by his effitirentnent? (family,
society, etc.).

2. Based on your understanding of your own set of values, hoii do you'ithink you would
have reacted to Pat Conroy's situation? Explain.

MATERIALS:

1. The Water is Wide, Pat Conroy

.
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TITLE: Personal Diary

SUBJECTtIATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies

PURPOSE:I
.

1. 'To

(2.3) 2. For
phy

Y A

"
-

' /
I. '

,14 T. 4
sl - '$,6 t

" r

,, 40.1 6A
4.

1,/

t the learner to be able to express personal f 'hags.' .
. ,41. '.

individual to recognize that change in self concept can be a.resnit of learnifigir
growth,'and for maturation.

,, '

(10-12)

. . .1. , Give learners a folder to decorate. Their decorations should, tell something9f their ' .
, Ifices; dislikes, etc. .\ .

.
."'

.2 Learners are to take 1045 minutes of class time each day, or given dais-regular-4
schedule necessary -to write their feelings, experiences, moods, dreams. Teachers . -

will not read these unless asked to by learners. , . .

,I4

7 3. Self evaluatiollearners are to review every few days; thinkingabout what they've
been doing and thinking. They should question themselves about moods, attitude!,
etc. and decide if there are generalizations that can be drawn concerning talents,
personality Changes needed, etc. ,,

,

- \4. Learners nay share any, ideas or moods with class if they desire.. .
a .

_ 41 r
The teacher may point out that after one ha become used to the self-evaluation process, .

44 . writing may be adjusted or deleted (excluding class requirementt).

MATERIALS: 1, 1

61

1. Folders, markers, paint, magazines, glue, scissors, writing paper, pencils, pens

1"

i4'
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TITLE: Professional Sports - Entertainment -or Business? :

SUBJECT MATTER: PhysicaYEducation/Matlr /Social Studies

PURPOSE:
, .

4,-

I " . t
I #

.

<,

\
.

1. To enable students to see other aspects of professional sports beiides the actual enter-
.tainment. .

(6.4) 2. To enable student to understand relationship between and within the occupational
world an the economic system. .

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

(6.4V) 1. Initiate class discussion about history of sports froin that of entertainment to Big
Business.

2. Students choose one very popular sport event like super bowl football on T:V. or
local popular spots event.

3. Research how much money is brought in through ticket salescommercial sponsors, etc.

4. , Research how much money is paid otti and to whom and what.

5. Initiate a discussion on the "hidden" expenses of a sports event.

MATERIALS:

,

- , 1. Interview with people

2. Books, fmanciatiecords, cost reports, A.V. materials

3. Information received from correspondence

VARIATIONS: .

(6.4Dr 1.
)

. Students identify some equipment used in physical education-classes.

2. Identify where equipment comes from visit sports equipment store.. i

(6.4H) -1. Study a group or team sport hockey, basket ball, football.
.

2. Have an individual explain concept of "Division,of Labor" by listingvarious posit'
on team and management of team-(coach, waterboy,.manager, referee).

. '

List each job on team and off. S.

.

4. Beside each "job" give role played by that person and his contribution to "ProduCt",

S. Explain how each is dependent an another for a proper "time effort.
,

138
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(6.4N) 1. G11.91 a list or researching a tatter fill brsports 'that have gained's -wide following
ty have students research growth in-popularity. ,

2. Have students select which ones have gained large followings in thepast 20 years.
4

3. , Which are becoming more popular today?

t
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TITLE: Geography/Topography (maps)

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies

PURPOSE:

1. To enable stu dents to become acquainted with problems of various region, of U.S.
intermt of geography.

(5.1), 2. To enable student to understand individual differences in education and training needs.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

(5.1G) 1. Studentestudy different geographical regions.

2. Discuss problems related to geography a. earth quakes, b. mud slides, c. erosion,
d. drought, e. floods.

3. Study what is being done about these problems.

4.. List what peopl;sarid careers are involved.

, 5, Arrange for various resource people to discuss -occupatiOniwith students.

0
6. Students then analyze the role of education in preparing people for them.

MATERIAL:

1. Resources of geographical regions

2. ,kesources of terrain 'problems'

3. * Descriptions of various jobs connected with thiso)vhig of problems
. .

(..)4. "N.I.E.W. 0: .

'5. -.-Various resource people
. !.

' 'VARIATIONS: , ..
.

o ,(5.1A) 1. Distms different areas of community or state..,... P

.. , ,

2. Make an."education" maplOcate by symbols (the students make) educational
institutions andiraining fadilities.

. , , ' ..

.3. i Studeilti, ask four adult friends or relatives where they received their education or
, . ' !training., ... ,' --'. . t

. : .;..
,-

4. Place a sythboln map to identify above.

e

'I
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(5.18) 1. ,Have large.d opaqued maps of community made. t,
.,,

.-

2. Students interview three adults in terms of where they work, recreational interests
where they pursue them, their entertainment areas etc.Find out where they spend
their time.

3. Plot out their activities on the maps.

4. Compare the different mapsrelate their educational experiences to the activity, maps..,

(5.1C) 1. Do a large community map of school district.

2. Students break up into groups to interview people.

3. Find out-where person lives and what educatidhe has.

4. Locate homes on community mapcompare what types of education people of various
. areas have.

5. Does the community seem divided into educational thus career division=residential
regions.
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TITLE: Art.Training

SUBJECT MATTER: Art/Language Arts

f--PURPOSE:

1. To enable itudent to study and find o ut what isavailable in Art training and identify
his needs.

,(s.g) 2. To enable student to recognize various types and sources of educat ion and training.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)
.10

. , .

1. Interested students research schools that offer an art program and what type-Commercial
Art, EducationArt, Rile Arts.

0

2.. Write to each school to gain information as to entry requirements to programs
(portfolio etc.), size of average class, material requirements; staffing philosophies,
philosophy of Art department.

3. Compare answers and information-decide what type suits individual student (likes to
work in sinall classes for more itistructional attention-likes to be left alone-etc.).

4. Choose which type of school and program fits needs.

I. Resource-catalogs of schools, letter paper, writingtools, envelops, stamps.

VARIATIONS:

(5.2B) 1." Students pahit a picture or draw a picture.

2. Discuss other places they do drawings or "make" Art (gifts, crafts, etc.).

3. Students then identify three sources of Art experiences of training-Blue Birds, Bible
'School, etc.

(5.2C) 1. Students do a block printing: -

2. Discuss the technical aspect and to what degree they are using the techniques.

3. Identify what education a professional printer should have-serrigraphist, graphics, etcr

4, Research and identify three places people can receive further training for printing- .

Community College, Priya.te Art School, Commercial Art Schools, Art Institutes,
4: Year Colleges, Private Art Studios, Civic Art Centers; etc.

142.



(5.211) 1. Discuss craftsv,s. Art-Have. students define what skills and tyms,of craftsare popular
in communities- (ceramics, papertole, weaving, needle point, leather tooling, candle
making, etc..

, .
*.

2. Identify three local agencies that provide 'training in crafts.(Y.W.C.A., Church organi-
zations, school P.T.A.s;etc. l .

3. Identify three local agencies that provide training in Art-(private studios, community
college, etc.).
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TITLE: Plants as a_Leisure Activity

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Math

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to learn about plants ancfhow to care for them on a leisure basis.

(5.3) 2. ' To enable the student to relate educational alternatives to life styles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

(5.3J) 1. Students study various types of plants and the environment they require.

2. Each student "adopt" a plant and care for it.

3. Initiate class discussion as to why students choose particular plants-eg. plant charac-
teristics, personality, etc.

4. During it's care students shall describe three places a person could go to obtain adult
and continuing Ed. programs relating to plant care or higher education.

I'

MATERIALS:

1. Plants or seeds, pots, potting, soil, light, water.

2. Resource materials relating-to plants.

VARIATIONS:

(5.3B) 1. Have discussion of plant care-how plants are enjoyed-Flowers, leaves, etc.-Gardens,
lawns, etc.

2. Have students tell what types of plants are enjoyed at home.

3. Students then describe two personal leisure roles connected with plants and where they learned.

(5.3D) 1. Take a field trip to school's greenhouse or local florist.

2. Have discussion of what role plants play in leisure at home/or school.

3. Care for plants-in room at school. P.

4. Students then identify four places or persons he or she could utilize to learn a leisure
skill in relation to plants(Flower boxes, Flower gardens).

(5.3E) 1. Study landscaping and nursery work-the benefits of outdoor work.
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'Inarvievi people working in nuriey and landscaping. .d what type of education
they have had-what type of training.

3. Students will then compile the information gathered.

4. Identify three benefits a person may gain from adult educatiOn.
.
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TITLE: Team Sports & Team Work

SUBJECT MATTER: PhysiCal Education/Language Arts

. PURPOSy .

1. To enable student torealize how a team works to gain a whole unit.

(6.5) 2. To enable the individual to identify factors that affect job success, advancement, and
Mobility.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Play a team sport or game.

2. After game have each student write down three successes of the, game (depending on
team members, cooperation, good team spirit, help team mates, etc.)

3. Next have them write down a "team" job situation (assembly line, hospital, cafeteria,
°etc.).

4. Evaluate how the three successes of sports team can relate to job success, either write
or have a discussion.

. G .

MATERIALS:

.1.. Equipnient for team sport.

2. Paper, pencil or pens7wriiing area.

VARIATIONS:

(6.5C) 1: Halve students describe how they feel when sick with a cold, or any other recent illness
What did they physically feel like.

2. Next have a running relay.

3._ After relay have students describe how they are breathing, do they feel hot, tired?

4; *Next, have them tell what it would feel like to run a relay With a very bad cold or
. recent illnessHow does health affect work Performance.

4

,. .
? ) *

.

. .

(6.5G) I. Set up general 'work" rules for a week, or longer of phys. ed. -promptness, prepared
4

to work, proper attitude, skill advancement, etc.

2. For each area student does not comply "clock" him/her.

.

3. Afteibeing "clocked" three times terminate him/her from gym activity.

4. After several have been terminated hold discussion of how this relates to real work
situation-have students identify possible causes for termination of job.



(6.5) 1. Haveskill tests requiring basic skills and equipmentfist one prepare class for test
second should come with a mild hint..

f

2. After second skill test have those who were not prepared for the test list the advantages
of being prepared for a variety of "jobs" or skills.

S
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TITLE: Leisure Music

SUBJECT MATTER: Music

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to view,music activities as part of leisure time.

(7.1) 2. To enable student to understand relationships betiveen leisure roles and life styles.
AP

PRIMARY ACITYITY: (10-A)

I. Student interview class mates as to what type of music is in homes or leisure time/when
used.

2. Make a list of equipment that is needed for music activity (instruments, sheet music, radio,
record player, tapes, etc.).

3. Rank types of leisure music.according to their costs in terms of time, money required,
and facilities.

4. Discuss which ones are most acceptable in homes based on the ranking.

MATERIALS:

I. 'Music catalogs

2. Price sheets
. r Jr

3. Gen 'o/T.WStereo, magazines and catalogs.

VARIATIONS:

(7.1 AC) I. Eibow and tell encourage students to discuss the types of music sources which
during leisure time in their homes.

2. Ask if any brothers or sisters or relatives play an instrument or take singing lessons.

3. mpare answers-and have students explain why different types of musical leisure is
Used in various situations (difiereht ability-interest) also get into what types of music
heard in home.

"44

various musical careers.
,'

Students will then identify, after discussion or research on specific musical person,
ghat leisure, activities the musical careerists might pursue that is connected with work

working in recording studio, enjoys,going to Rock Concerts, a first viOlinist enjoys
listening to radio music. 4 ,

11.

14-8,-
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(7.1G) 1. . Have students study various parts of a song-melody, rhythm, words, etc:

2. Inventory way in which songs can be considered part of leisure time.

r

3

3. Elicit.a strong emotion from class. . I

.4. Have students write a song dealing with the elicited emotion-perform song-tape it.
I

5.. During a "Free" time gradually begin to play back their songs.,
6. What correlation can students draw from songs being an 'opportunity for entertainment

as well as creative event§,
k

. 'I

..

3

/

*

1

i

,
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I
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711E: Heating & Energy Consumption

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Social Studies/Language Arts/History

1. To enable students to learn about various, methodsof heating-gas, electricity, steam,
solar, oil: . .

(6.4) 2.

J.

To enable stUden't to understand the relationship between and within occupational
world and economic system.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY' (10-A)

1. Students explorevarious types reheating available through reports, independent study,
films, etc. -How they work.

2. E4ip lore the construction and maintenance of each system -List pros and cons on big chart.

3.
L

Investigate various working establishments and find out what heating system employAd-
_Make a matrix of occupational clusters and what types of heating generally used.

I 1 1
c

. A

4.- Draw a relatimiship between moneys invested in heating systems and "Status" or
l occupations -How effective are systems for product or service offered.

MATERIALS:
.

1. Research materials of heating types (brooks, pamphlets, speakers).

2. Large chart paper.

3. Material or field trips to various businesses-Industry, factory, warehouses, stores, offices,
hospitals.,

'VARIATIONS:

1. Learn what jobs are needed to run different types of heating systems-what occultations
are involved in jusrinstalling a system. .

"?

2. Make a picture of how heat is originated to area to be heated-discuss safety gear
and tools of mople involved. .

Compare heating types of today and heating types in different periods of history-
also compare occupations connected with various periods of heating and how they
have evolved to today's- occupations. / /(-a). Make' "Heat Line" similar to timeline.

b) Make pictute board.

I
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, A'
1, Explore of eupation connected with heatink in depthadvantages, disadvantages

. (compare odcupations in each typeof heating industry):

o

1. Heat wordswlite list of words on Wird that correspond to words used in study
of heat (energy source, degree, steam), put a number in froit of eacli word.

Make-several number tagsduplicateall numbers several times.
Fil

. -

As student draws number he pronounces word corresponding with number on board
and gives meaningif correct keeps number, if not returns number and waits for turn

. 44.......4,t end of session count up to see who,has highest scoreThen everyone take quiz on
words. Can be done withleatrelated occupationaftitles.

It'
,

.
. .

. 1.

/

. 7

0 1

i

.)

---.......,
... c
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TITLE: Does Numbeh Really TryHarder?
*.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Economs1
47

PURPOSE:
--tr*

`1: To enable students lo gather information in formal ways.

I
2. To enable stUdentS to gather and analyze data.

71.

,(6.6B) 3. To enable students to experience an occupational role:

(6.4P) 4. To enable students.to identify effects of economics on occupational opportunities.

*o.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10 -A) t 4

1. Assist students to identify 5 survey questions; each one designed such as the following:
Which laundry product do you prefer?

4 I a. Tide -

b. Cheer
c. Fab \
d. Oxydol li
e. Other

-----.1Use vegetables, dairy products, etc. for the other questions.' I-'
' .

4

2. Have students survey as many households as possible, being sure (4 keep addresses,r
or to only work in an assigned area in one evening.

r

3. Remove duplicate dat (if any)'by using addresses.

4! Next day, have students tabulate data using a form you designV
-

Havestudentsdivi de into groups (5) or individually calculatet:
..

mean
mode
mediari
range , .

standard devia) ion (optional)

-I .

-4 Have students graph results using a,histograni.
'. . ,. 7. Share results, discuss impliCations for products. (1, 2 arilitlaSt in each category).

,..

e 8. Discuss the effects this might have on jobs in
where products are made. .

, cities

9. , Summarize by reviewing puyoses of activity, including their role As researchers.
HON did. they like it? -

152
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TITLE: Animal Behavior

SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Science

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to observe animal behavior/learn reproduction by observing
birth of chicks, alligators, frogs, tadpoles, etc. (safe subjects)i.-

(6.5) 2. To enable students to identify factors that affect job success, advancement and mobility.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)
. '

1.
I ,

Visit a pet hospital or veterinary.placfe, interview veterinarian to find out about aspects
of jobs.

2. K4p a "pet" in-room plus soon to be babies.
."

3. Keep a development record of growth, feeding, habits, etc.

4. Investigpe-ideal living condition for room "pet".

5. Research proper care for birthing pet.

6. Study and research pain, mental capacities, emotional perceptions of pet:

7. Tie iri all this research with the job of the Vet.What-does he have to'deal withJust
the Physical part of animal or does he also deal with fears, emotions, mental attitude
of animal.

4..

8. Have students relate what they have learned to identifying two wayg the job of a
veterinarian may change and-What he would have to do to meet the new demand.

MATERIALS:

1. Various animals

2. Resource materials from library

3. Boxes or cages for animals

VARIATIONS: .

(6.5A) 1. Keep a class "pet".

2. Assign a student-Cask of caring fox pet.

3. After completing task of caring for "pet" have students describe bow he feels when
the tasli has been completed successfully.

153



(6.5E). 1.

2.

3. -Record pet's activity on these (lairs.
.

4. Have student compare recotds and relate how he feels about his suecess at caring for

,
Keep a pet in classroomassign student to take care of pet and record progress of pet.

. 61 two of pet.takedays distract student so i- does n'et have lime to ta care o ,, .-il t h .

pet and feeling about failure tcrdo so_Of student forgets to care for pet own, dis-.
traction will not

,(6;5J)

.
Research what peZple work or what kind of workers are involved in an animal
hospital and their job.duties.

Chook two and show bY.means of role play how they are interdependent-which
job factors contribUte for success. ,

.

104 , t

.
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:ITLE: Numbers/Graphs

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Art/Language Arts

PURPOSE: '
, .

1. 'To enable students to see a practical use of-graphs, percentagOand charts.- , ,
- .

To enablea student to recognize that occupatibnsterldlo cluster in several ways. , ,-,IL, ,
.

4 e

el.

,

(6.2) 2.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

- 1.

44-

Students select a cluster this can be doneras a grouRtsnud1 groups,.or individually). --;

* . t °
2. Research the jobs within the chi -fmd informatien concerning ethicatidn requirements,

employthent prospects, main work tasks' oi.duties, goods-or services. .
.

. ,
3. Present'the findings by 'using varibus graphs shOwing kzmpaikons 'with Pereentages,

h.
charts (use at least four types of grapfts or charts).-

.
4. Turn in computations after thePresentatiqns.

A.

MATERtALS:-

.1., Chart paper
,

2. Graph paper

4' < .

IP

5-

3. Mathsres' ources Clutter Resource Materials
.

44
VARIATIONS: . .. ,, , , ,--- ;-

. .
. . ; , ,. .: . - ...

. .

(6.2A)' 1. -, -Students identify jobs that reciture-hats hard hat, uniforms, Fire en
,

. ,' Food workers). . , 4. .
_ 1ct, . ,s,

..

4

2.. Students then measure -Own-head by wrapping a string ardund head-place 'string next,. , io numbef line or-next to tape measure and mark length of string.' ,
«

t 4 ,t ,
3. Piace a paper next,to measuring 'tape or ninnber lin,es-indicate size of head on the-

paper..
h

'4' paper Wind to go around
0

0,

Add, cut paper,decorations-or trims to indicate the jobs selected.;
.14

,- ,-
. ,.

- - (6.2E), 1., Students listia leasf 30 jobs. . ..
,

. . , ., , -. ., , . , . , ,
e , . or

. 1.

...

2'.- Working'with own list or trading Esti Write down locatibn of work (indoor or outdoor),,.
. 41"

0 toolS or equipment necessary, uniforms,, Ed. r,equireinents, services or products. . r
, II '.. ' 4

1 II , . .
# h.

or
.



3. Arrange in groups according to common characteristics - specify' common characteristics.

4.. Adcl up thecoliiIiioncharfcterislics in each group.

S. Placea color (construction piper) bar on graph paper to indicate the added ntunlier-
. Do so foreach group.

6. Finish with A bar graph indicating common characteristics of grouping-label graph,

Student ghoeses one career. .

. ' .%

Research the duties anthe number of times required for each or the amount of
times same job is done. :

3. Start a chart indicafing job duties in relation to time (What % of time in one day or
week is spent foonduty or task):

4. Do the same (1-3) as above for two more jobs-Put findings on chart to compare the
7 three jobs.

.

I

°
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Buying Recreation Equipment

I.IEJECT MATTER: Music/Math
I '
PURPOSE:

32

1. To enable students to shop and compare pries of musical entertainment equipment-
stereos, record. players, tape decks, etc.

(6.1) 2. To enable students to see how much it costs to buy musical entertainment equipmentin relation to life styles and fncorne.

PR MARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

(6.1C) 3. Have students look through equipment catalogs of alitypes selling radiost record' players,
stereos, instruments, tape recorders, players, etc. .. , .

2. Student then shops for whatever he likes and.addup prices plus tax.

t, 3. Given a list of annual incomes of various job's students break it down to monthly and
weekly totals.

' 4. Compare amount of total "purchase" with weekly income in the various jobs.

5. What are the results? Shop for more expensive equipment or less expensive equipmentaccording to jobs.

MAMMALS:

1. ,Catalogs from music shops, discount houses, retail dealers, wholesalers, etc.

2. Paper and pencils.

VARIATIONS:

,(6.1B) 1, Students describe or define a music work setting (gathered around record player, music
room, gathered around piano).

2. Studenti then demonstrate they are music workers by going to and doing a music
"job" (picking out music, iurninigis.record player, getting Out or putting back instrument).

(6.1F) I. Students choose a composer or musician of a period in social studies or history they
are studyingDo a report on life style of person.

2. Student then choose a musician of today and do similar reportCompare the two life
styles by a report to class.

(6.1K) 1. Student choose a favorite rock or serious music star/pqrformer.

157



2. Study his/her life style.

3. Compare it with own life style.

4. Write out on paper telling how his/her behavior would differ from that of the rock
star if student were same in the same occupation.

-I

4

416 a

4

.

j
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TITLE: Child Care

-----SUBIECTITATTER: Home Ec'./Health

, PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to gain a positive feeling about ability to contribute to community.

't

67

(6.6) 1. To enable student to gain experiences in work related roles and settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY:(10-A)

1. Students interested in child care as career research community and find a need (baby
sitting iii private home, child-care in shopping areas, on special holidays).

2. Set up program to offer servicesqo cover need after learning about child care.

3. 'bet up an application and screening process for workers to have competent workers.
9

'4. Work with'existing agencies/schools as an aid.

MATERIALS:

1. Material resources on child care
,5 .

2. Access t Oommumty servie' s.

Y.-
VARIA LIONS: ,

1. Study and discuss what needs students,have and how they.are filled and by whom.

2. Role play person who fills need chosen by child:
_

,.
3. What_does role play requirestiklents tell what they are doing -how it fills a need-.

.

I

,

9 .

Form a chiltcare service during school conferences or school activity for those who
do not Iiishn leave yofinger, children at home or cattnot do' so.

- . .
.

. 2. ',Study activities suitable for children,and plan activities.

4 3. Forth a plan of emergency and id,entify_wh an emergency s hauld be contacted
, t

and.etc:
, , ( ..

s
F .. r ., ~cr.. 1 s-

l' A i .t t .

(6.6B) -. :I.. :Student identify, three organatiois who deal with group of young children (Boy Scotia/
' 'I:in:Whiles/Day-Cate _Centers/Church Nuiseries). .

.., . ,.. .

'Investigate2. Investigate whith areas of service would accept a volunteer for a contracted time.
. ..

.
r

4 *159
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I

i3.. Participate in alive services dealing with, child care based upon your reseaicii.
... '

c.

.

16 0

lb
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. TITLE: Historical Science

SUBJECT' MATTER: Science/Social Studies/Math

PURPOSE:

1. For the learner to identify relationships between science, technology, the natural
world and society. -

(6.6) 2. For the individual to gain experience in work related roles.and settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-A)

Students act as historical geologistsanthropologists, paleontologists, archaeologist,

2. Studenti work in small g,roiips or-pairs with,the site map given to them. They use
the site map to indicate vadous environments (eg: in the NW portion of the map
there is evidence of an ocean which is developing a reef and a sandy beach; NE
volcanic activity; SWswamps, forest; central-was a fresh water pondnow a plains
area; South Central indicates primitive man.)

3. Information can be compiled onto a central site map as:
a. Bulletin board display

4. Discussion of data.

i
5. Discusi the roles they have played (anthropologists, etc.) vocabulary, etc:

MATERIALS:

1. Site map

2. Dictionary

3. Geography, Soc. Sc. Text

4. Group knowledge 4.4

161
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TTTLE: Leisure Roles

f

.1

.4 '1

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts
S

PURPOSE:

1. For the individual to -identify consequences that are both ittisitiVe and negative with .,

a societal increase in leisure time. .

, .

(7.1) 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between leiiure roles and life styles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-12) ( .\ .

Divide the class into three groups, each responsible for obtaining information on the
leisure rolei for the three major groups in America.

a. High Societyrich
b. Middle Classaverage incomegroup
c. Poorlow income group

... .

2. Each group will then be required to construct a bulletin board that depicts by-pictures,
drawings, etc. the leisure roles of their group.

3. Group'chairman will present a short report on their group's findings to the class.'

MATERIALS:

1. Reference materials

2. Material to construct a bulletin board

4 --

c
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``.* TITLE: Life Roles Today & YeSterday

SUBJECT MATTER-. Social Studies /Language Arts

PURPOSE:

1. For the students to compare life roles of today with those of the past.

(9.1) 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between citizen roles and life styles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-k) '

1. After each student has selected any one of the four life roles, {family, citizen;
vocational, or leisure), have the class members write a composition comparing and,
contrasting that role today with the same role in a given period of history, and form
a conclusion about the changes or lack of them. Some prior research will be necessary.

'MATERIALS:

1. Texts

2. Encyclopedias,

3. Occupational handbooks

4. Newspapers

S. Historical References

Jr
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TITLE: Public Health .

SUBJECT MATTER: Science Meal*,

PURPOSE:

87

1. To enable students to undTtankthe necessity for the creation of public health de-
.

partments and the jobs there

(9.2) 2. For the individual to identify the factors that influence citizen roles (setting, occupation,
peers, age, government, policies, etc.).

PRIMARY ACITVITY:.(7-9)
.,. ,

1. Explore the world of communicable diseges and phenomena of ithntunityboth
natural and acquired through independent study, speakers, and reports.

2. , Field trip to a pharmaceutical company "such as Upj6hns.

3. Hands on classroom activitypasteurization of milk.
-

4. Speakprsveterinirian's role in public health by mandatory 'vaccinations of certain
anbrals for certain diseases easily transmitted to man. ,

MATERIALS:

1. Shell Oil Co. film"Feast or Famine"

2. Home pasteurizer

3. Charts available through Mich. Dairy Council on pasteurization.

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1, Field trips to public health departinent to investigate available services and functions.
r

2. Study of prevention and control of venereal diseases and role or health department
workers.

1 64
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" TITLE: Man and His Local Environment

SUBJECT MATTER: Science (Earth Science) -

PURPOSE:

dl

1. To,develOp an appreciation forthe necessity and techniqUes of conservation in the
pursuit of both recreational activities and vacations. .

(7.2) 2 For The individual to understand the relationship between leisUre roles and their settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Prepare a bulletin boartrilIattiqing the geographical and topographical features of
the local area and relating these to resident's choices id vacations and options for hobbies.

2. View slides of various resort areas and discuss how local features influence job choices
(Ex. caves in Kentucky, Grand Canyon in Ariz., charter boat fishing pn Lake Michigan).

MATERIALS:

1. Bulletin board

2. Films on erosion by wind, water, add ice.,

3. Speakersmeteorologist, county extension agent or soil conservationist.

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1, Construct a stream table with a recirculating pup to demonstrate gullying, erosion,
etc. .

2. Construction of i weather station by interested studgnts, including a r ain guage, wind
sleeve, hygrometer., barometer, and sling psychrometer..Measurements kept for one
month.

/.

1 G

r

4
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MILL_ Mapping My Way to Fun

RIBEMMAML,.Math/Business

13.111MUL.

L To introduce the prabticarusage of coordinates and what( and how to use a scale.
,

.(7.2) 2. For the individual to understand thrlationship between,leisure roles and their
settings.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7;9)

Ha Se 'students locate'vnrious cities cin..mso'by giving them the coordinates.
-wapvwx

2. Give students a distinction and have them calculate the inileage,by car.

MATERIALS:

Michigan road maps.

2. .Paper and pencil.

di,

3. A Cartesian plane.

*VARIATIONS; '

.

(10-12) 1. Have 'students figure the air miles, direction, and such as if flying'a plane. ,

, 2. Allow students to plan a trip and then figure cost of gasoline for trip.

1.6

A'
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TITLE: Checks

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Business:

A

. 4

PURPOSE:

4 1
L To give students experience in dealing with the complete 'route a check takes.

2, To improve the skill of, the student in working with aecimals.

(6.6) 3. For the individual to gain experience, in work related roles and settings.
- .PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7:9) '

:
L Have student's select articles from catalog and then write .a check to pay for it.

,

0% .

.6 I

2. Establish 3 on 4 accounts and have all the students' write the cheCkS using these and
then have them separate the, checkl as in a bank into the various accounts and dedncf*
the money in each% individual checking account.' - , '...

. MATERIAJ.S:

L A number of voided checks.
.

2. A few deposit shim. 4

%

3. Pendia.

4. Some checkbook balance sheets.'

5. Sears catalogs.

VARIATIONS:
4'

(4-6) L Take a field trip to bank. . s.
2. Discuss the value of a check over cash



f

What-Preparation Needed?
.

SUBJECT MATER: Math
ff

PURPOSE::

-'s

...e - I

s. 6

'. :: 'L.' Give student a'greater awareness of oc cupatons-and how school is:related.
.

I v
f ' '

--2. 'Give student exercise in dividing 1.302 and 52. ',

.(S.1),. 3.. For the individual to understand individual differences in'eduCation and training
needs. ,

,

. .
.

4t

.4

.

fi gn6ELAMEM (7-9)-

4

,L The student selects an occupation he is interested in or thinkslie might like to
become.

2.,. He does research finding °tit about job in such areas as education needed, availability-4
of employment, salary, etc. .

.

3. He:hrealcsssalary into week1 and hourly, wage.,

.MATERiALS:
Y

,
.

,L ;Paper and pencil.

2. career Encyclopedia.

0..0;e

. .
s,

r
3. Job catalogs. 4

' ' .
.

VARIATIONS: s -
^

- "

(13712) L Lnlei-viewi ;night be arranged with person in that field.
0 , ,

.
)2. An, interview with a neighboror friend that is presently studying in that field.

i , /
%%

'.4
., , ,... .

{ %
1t> t

s

A

s
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`; TITLE; -Figurev.and Bowling.- 1 . -,

1

- ...I e
. - ...

.:. S' '

f
.

SUBJECT 111ATTER Math/Physical Education.-
_ ... .. ,.. .:, -

,........ ...

'PURPOSE.: ....

' . I
L The stlident,ivill learn -to apply rules in figuring scores and-becOme-fmniliar with

! a running score.
. . .

. (71) 2. For the. individual to, understand the relattiinship between leislite roles and life -style.,
..- .. ,

I."
.,., -:.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: 0-9) , = ... ,t

4 ..'
L Given a line sedre,withOut the rilmiing shore, the .studentwillfill in.

Given a ball by balEsequende ; t'a" gain'e, the student will mirk the sheet then
figure the running score.

. MATERIALS:

L . Lipe score sheets from bowling' alley.

2. . Pencils.

VARIATIONS:

,

,
Sr s A

12 Students golobowling alley and bowl.and'record.their games.

4.
I

. ,

4.

r

,

5

.
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TITLE: Handicaps hi Bowling and. Goff

suBiEcr MATTER: Math/Physical &Ideation

PURPOSE:

.105

1 To apply percents to everyday usage and increase their skill. ,

(7.2 L) 2. For the individual to describe how his own leisure activities change at different
times of the day, week,or year.

PRIMARY -ACTIVYTY: (7-9)

I Discussion of .the pros and coft of golf and bowling.

2. Introduce the' value of handicaps.

3. Figure the handicaps of some students.

MA'T'ERIALS:

L Writing tool

2. CON score cards.

"":ZN

, (4.6) L Students go out and compete against each other 'ten distuseithe restults.

(7-9) 2. Have a league secretary of bowling. and golf come, in and speak.

:17 h

s .

3. Bowling sheets of 3 or more consecutive weeks of a player.

VARIATIONS:

1.
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Law Breaking Doesn't Pay

SUBJECT MATTER: MathiSbcial Science

PURPOSE:

I. To familiarize students with amount of revenue taken yearly in community.

2. Students improve skill in working with decimals and percentages.

(9.1) 3. For the individual to understand the relationship between citizen roles and life styles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9) ti

1. Make a circle or bar graph illustrating the sources of monies to run local government.

2. Students go to local agency to collect needed information.

3. Discuss the necessity for laws.

4. Discuss the history and development of them.

MATERIALS:

1. Protractors and compasses.

- 2. Graph paper.

3. Pencils and paper.

VARIATIONS:

410-12) L Collect statistics for county, state, country.

(K-3) 2.

/

(.

Talk about number of and kind of people employed in law enforcement.

et

171
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TITLE: Sales Tax Varies.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Economics

POSE:

L .To compute percentages.that one encounters daily in the world of-sales.

(9.3) For the individual to understand the relationship between political sistims ad
citizen role.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)
.

L Figure cost of an article in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan.

2. Discusi why states vary in the amount of sales tax.

3. C011ect information about various states.

MATERIALS:

L Paper and pencil.

VARIATIONS:

(4-6) I. Explaining What a sales tax is.

2. Discussing what the money is used for.

ti
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TITLE: 'Sicknegt
t

SUBJECT MATTER. Math/Social Studies/Science

PURPOSE:

1. To give students work in basic arithmetic skills.

2 To expose them to the numbers of people that die because of.disease. i t,
, ....4, . -

ind4krual how the health of others can affect firm or her.
, .. ---*

,

--,°' ',It
PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9) '4

1. Discuss the term "communicable

2. Given yearly statistics, the students will figure the amount of increase or decrease.

MATERIALS:

1, World-Almanac.

rn 2. Pencils.

3. Paper.

s VARIATIONS:"

c t

4.*

1. Given the statistics for various.,decades, students can research why the statisticifelloWed-
the paths they did. ' , .-

,/ - .

The students could make multi-colored graphs revealing the statistics.
._

s 7

r

4
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TITLE:_ Money Returns From College Education

SUBJECT MATTER: Math /Community Living/Economics

PURPOSE:

1. To exploWthe advantages and-disadvantages of furthering ones education through
the financial aspect. .

(8.2) 2. For the indivIdual,to identify the factors that influence fainily role.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-12)

1. Figure the cost of a college education for careers such as doctors, lawyers, teachers,
ministers, etc. ,4 ..

m

'2. Research the yiarly incomes of 'a variety of careers:,
. r

3. Discuss the merits of vari9us careers.

MATERIALS:

1. Paper and' pencils.

2. Encyclopediai

- , 4

3. Yearbook "occupations ".

VARIATIONS:

(10:12) -Have students interview those that have and haven't had advanced training and listen
to their remarks.

,

;,4
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TITLE: Knock Knock..

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Social Studies
.... :,

PURPOSE: - \' ,4
..s =e.

1. Toiive student opportunity to take survey -and then writeup a meaningful summary
,.. with graphs. 4 . 1. .

24, For the individual to -understand the relationship petween.family roles and life styles.
- i

PRIMARY ACTIVITY:* (7-9) .

7'., .,!....

. . 1. Discuss the methods and reasons for taking a survey. ,.. .. ... , 4

2. Preserittechniques for accumulating the responses.
Il

4

3. , GO into the community, and take a survey on the age' of the people.

- 4. . Make a graph of your findings. ,

(8.1)

MATERIALS:

1. Map of city.

2. Pencils and papers:

3. Rulers.

- 4,1 Protractors.

5: Compasses.

VARIATIONS:

ti

(10-12) 1. Take of people watching a specific TV program and compare to Nielsin ratings.

2. Take a surVey_to see if people *are in fAnr of a given project such as swimming pool
for the community.

. I

, s

I

I

4

0
°

;
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TITLE: Leisure Activities

SUBJECT MATTER: Soeial Studies/LangUage Arts

PURPOSE: .

1. To promote awareness of causes and effects of leisure time.

(73) 2. For the individual to undeistand the relationship betWeen leisure roles and life style.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: .(7-9)

6

1., Eacifstudent will make a chart/graph of his own use of leisure time spent over a given
period of time.

2.. The class will make a composite chart of theindividual charts.

---3,--Class discussion should analyze the value of various uses of leisure tinie(i.e. reading,
watching T.V., physical fitness, hobbies, friends, etc.), and make suggestipns for more
worthwhile or efficient use of time.

7G

I.

/
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TITLE: Graduate Graphs

SUBJECT MATTER: Math

' t)
PURPOSE: . I

di. I

1. To assist tlie learner to develop and interpret percentage figures and graphs.
.9 e

(5.1) 7 2: For the individual to understand individual differences in education and training
needs..

,.!--

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-12) 7
4 ,/ .

.1iiing the counselor as a resource, discover what has happened to graduates for last 3 (5-

.10, etc.) years. Tabulate figures and make bar graph.which indicates percentages.

1. 'Going to 4 yr. colleges
2. -2 yr; technical schools..
3. job training programs
4.* armed servides
5. marriage and house'wor etc.

Discuss meaning of fi Compare to other classes, area schools, etc.

MATERIALS: '

1. Cou or's records of recent graduates

raph paper, pencils
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TITLE: City Government and Services

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts.

PURPOSE: ,

e

1.. To assist the learner to understand local forms of government and to communicate
these understandings.

(9.3) 2. For the individual to understand the relationship between politicalSystems and
citizewroles.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY': (10-12)

Small groups will interview city officials to discover:

1. form of city goieniment
2. tenure and salary of city officials
3: primary duties of officials'
4. schedule of city meetings
5. services provided by city and cost to citizens; etc.

Groups will report back to clasi orally or Written.

MATERIALS:

I. . Question, answer period

2. Pencils, paper or tape recorder

4

r
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IMF: Popular Lyric's

SUBJECT MATTER: Music/Language Arts

PURPOSE:

To assist the student to understand themes and styles-of popular music.

(.7.2) 2. For th dual to understand the relationshinbetweenleisure roles and their
settin

,. 1 .,,
b.

ITh
'PRIMARY ACTIVITY.: (K-12)

.
.Have ents.bring in tapes or records of favorite singers. ,

't day-Just listen ' .,

- 2nd and 3rd day-replay most popular and listen ;to lyrics-possibly ditto some of
favorite ones. ,

,Discussion:
Which artists use similar themes?

MATERIALS:

. h.i Records and tapes-furnished by students

2. Record player-tape recorder

- -1,

t
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TITLE: Budget Pretsarailon
9

".

SUBJECT MATTES: -Social Studies/Math

PURPOSE: 4

1. To assist thmtudent fo develop and understand the need for family. budgets;

(8.2) 2. For the individual to identify tk factors that influence family role.

PkimARy, sicsnviTY: -(10-12)
4.

1. (.Have a class discussionon budgethig p;Ocedurestand teclu1iquès for a family.
. ,

2., Glvestudents a hypothetical faMily 'setting and ask them to prepare a
setting. ,. r -

3. 'Students will then break into groups and discuss with each other how
. .6 budget is. , , , ,

se.

MATERIALS: 4,

L Paper

2. Pencils

)\,4

.

a

.4'

<"

4

d

se
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, TITLE: A.Potter's Life
1

SUBJECT MATTER: Art

PURPOSE:

. 1. To.enable students to design and produce a coil pot.. . .
(11.2 E,F) 2. To enable students to recognize factors that influence a decision to select from

- several options.
; st

.' (6.3 AA, BB) 3. To eliable'students to examine the peopleand.the settings involved inipotterY
,..

. making.
." ,

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: .. ' ;
,

1.. = Provide instructions'IO students to enable them to design and make a coil pot.

2. Identify with students, places where pots are, found (including for sale and not for sale).

.

3. - investigate the potter's life stYlei, discuss alternative life styles. .

4. Identify differenilsettings'in which pots are made. .

-

5. Identify interests and values of a potter which-might cause him of her to select each
of th'e Identified life style and settings.

6.
Au

Summarite activity with a dis ssion in which the point,is made: Our interests and values
are influences on our life styles.

0

av
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Are You Sick Today?

' SUBJ4FT,MA'rTER: Health/Home Econonircs

'PURPOSE:

I.

0.

To enable studeftts,to ,take appropriate-action in the event of an illness:
, .

<.

.s.

(11.3G) 2. To provide students with an opportunity to gain ek- rience Making syitematic-
decisions.. *,,'

.

PRIM'ARYACTIATV (7-9).

ti

't
. J

-". , -

1: PreParea set ofcards with different common illiiesses or diSeases on them.
.;.?'

.2. ; Have, students each draw a 'card; they' have gotten this disease.
. ,

3. Have studentsresearch djsease and treatmentsUsing interviews, resource bOoks, etc.. c, -
.1

4 Have students prepare alist of. alternative treatments.
,

5: Discuss the advantages /disadvantages of the alternatives for several students' diseases.

6. As a class, try to select from the alternatives.

7. Haire each student select an alternatiye from-theiiist and prepare at least one reason
for his or her choice.- N'

r

. MATERIALS:

, . . s
1. Medical reference books (such as Readers' Digest ett.), Reiource persop§; school nurse,
'' health worker, local doctor, etc; .

. t

:,
,

. . ,
..

....
VARIATIONS: . ,

,.
.

.

.1. Have a knowledgable resource peison.present to aid 1p thesele*ction otaterfialives
. A,' ancillo discusi consequences of student choices, /

4 '
'. . ,, . .' . , 7 '

s.

2

low

.1,83

/
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O
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TITLE: Cominercials & Personal Values

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Pyschology/Social Studies

rt PURPbSE:'

N'

l

. To enable students to'recognize and use good granunar.or proper grammar.
.

(10.2E) 2. To enable the individual to identify and understand how values relate to choosing
. , options, , ..

I 4 4.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Lead class discusSion of values we hold and how personal decisions are made based

. n

on values.'

.2. Have students watch 4 commercials before noon on Saturday, 2 in the afternoon,
4 in the evening.

3. ?"-)n Sunday, 2 commercials in the morning, 4 in the afternoon, 4-6 in the evening.

4. On weekdays, 2,Commercials from 4:00 -6:00,, and 4 in the evening.

5. While watching commercials have the students note:
a. settings in terms of activities.
b. male or female oriented?
c. age group the commercial aims at?
d. any racial or ethnic targets?

6. Initiate class discussion regarding results of viewing commercial and the different
iralues'Aat the commercials were aimed at. .

MATERIAL:

h, Television
.

2. Various resource materials on values.

'VARIATIONS:

(6-9) 1. 4 Witch a variety of commercials in the afternoon and during the evening news reports-
What type of products are generally offered during these times; to what types of

r

!audiences? Pick out the various parts o( speech.

4 ...
. "lt c. 1 .

(K-9) 1. Act out the commercials of favorite tames or toYs.. Whit ware used to sell the
, l

PrOdiUCtS. .4 14,....

1 . et /Oa, ,

0. . .
..(5-Ar 1.' Write and produce commercials selling various parts ofspeech (eg. nouns, WI*, adjectives,

tc.). Use ,"poweih.. phrases. .

.



/

(6-12) 1. Listen to friends and pick out commercials or advertising used in everyday conversation.
How do we try to sell in our daily activities? Find the various options given in one
commercial.

(48) 1.' Identify commercial "jingles" and mottos (musical or non.-Inusic) used by the general
public. Figure out why they catch on. (Words usedrhythni, flow, etc.). Take part and
analyze why they are popular. What options are they presenting?

a

C.\

18
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TITLE: Sculpture \..

SUBJECT MATTER: Art/Language Aits

PURPOSE:

-1. To enable the students to develop

(10.2) 2. To enable the students to identify

a sense of 3 dimensional work.
s , .

factors that influence decision-making.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY(7-9).
e

(10.2E) 1. Have each student make a sculpture of an animal of their choosing.

2. Then have a group discussion of everyone's sallpture in relation to.shapes what.
apparent values has each one placed on eyes, ears, feet, etc.

.

3. Discuss how this is apparent through making those parts of the animal valued the most
emphasized in their sculptures.

4. Then have the studenti make a second sculpture exaggerating the parts of an animal
the student values the most.

5. Discuss what values, sculpture plays in our daily lives.

MATERIALS:

1. Modeling clay

a

2. Texture tools

Pictures of various animals. \

VARIATIONS:

Discuss with the students wlfat sculpture is.

Discuss where students seesculpture every day at home and school.

What types of decisions should be made for making sculptures at home. (Where to work,
materials, etc.).

4. What decisions are made at school in making sculptures.

s_

(10.2B) 1. ' Have the students work with various sculpture materi4is (soap, wax, clay, etc.).

2. Thenhave themmake a simple sculpture of an animal (or anything else you identify).
;

e
3.' Students can then discuss the various decisions that were made In identifying the material

used for the sculpture and the form of the sculpture and why they made the clecisions on

18G
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S

senses they value the most.

4. Have a lisf of jobs for the studentkto do or a list of real career choices with what_
those jobs require in terms of the five senses.

5. Have the students then choose the jobs-they could do with the "purchased" " se nses.
If they do-not have "smell" or bid very low on smell, then they should not be able
to choose those jobs requiring a great deal of smelling.

Have the students then compile a listofjobs they can pursue with their purchased
senses.

(10.2H) 1. Have the students identify, careers they would like to pursue and research which
of the five senses are used =the most in the career or job.

2. Identify which senses they nee "to develowto_obtain employment in the career--Tor job.
do.

3. Iii-the students then identify why it is important to identify and consider goals
while in high school. (Decision making).

0

0
7

4
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. TITLE: Values

. SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Mental Health

PURPOSE:
z.

(12.1) I. Toenable students to place a number value upon personal characteristics.

2. To enable students to identify and evaluate educatiorial options in terms of self
assessment.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

(12.1D) 1. Student decides on career he/she would like to 'pursue.

2. Student then lists interest, Ed. options, ability, etc. needed triputsue this career
place a value number (1-10) on list (more than one of same no. can be used).

3. Student then list own ability, interest, Ed. opportunities etc., and put a value number-
on own (1-10) one being the,strongestmore than one of the Same number can be used.

4. Compare numbers on listssolely going on the numbers would this be a career to .

pursue student can determine.

MATERIALS:

.1. Paper, pencil ,

VARIATIONS: -

(12.1A) alt. Students list four leisure.skills they would like to learn.-

2. For each student list four reasons to learn it or four uses of skill or count how many
ways one can use skill.

3. Student then chooses skill to learn and find two sources to learn where to obtain skill.

(12:1B) 1. Student list and count the educational sources he or she has utilized.

2. Compare lists and numbers of Ed. sources in classfind the average by counting
students (students do this) and divide sources to find Image number of Ed, sources
used by class.

3. Next list various Educational sources for a particular skill or activity, find out how
,

, many students pursue these options.

,

,(12.1C).. I. Student choose a career of career cluster.

8 6,
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,
-

2. Research what is needed to obtain career (aridemic skills, lifestyle, studY habits, etc.).

3. . Student list personal cliaracteristics.that'are a positive toward obtaining goalgive
'points 1 for having characteristic, 2-if it is *sang, 3-if a very positive characteristic..

. ,
4. Do the same for characteristics needed that arelackingi-for characteristics if not

- .strong,,-if show characteristics once in awhile, 3-if never. .

5. , Compare lists of points.

e

v.,

r
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TITLE: Surveys

SUBJE'T MATTER: Language Arts/Social Studies/Math

.0

1. To enable students to,gather informatio'n in a fos method.

(1 O.) ) 2.s: To enable students to identify situations and nts in life that involve-making decisions.

1

PRIMARY ACTIVITY-fi7-9) r

1. Students compile a series of questions involving social decisionsform a survey form.

2. Survey various members of family and at least four families.

3. Compile information into a comparison list showing types of decisions made by
family and those of friends or peers.

1: Paper for survey form

2, - Writing tool

3. Paper for result cl-larts

VARIATIONS:

,{10.1A) 1." Students have discussion of what "Social Decision" (Who to sit next to, who to
share,with).

2. Students "survey" by asking questions of other students at school as to what social
- decisions they have made that day.

3. Draw picture to show result.

4. , Students then "survey" by questioning sisters or self at home about onie social
decisions. ,

'5. Again draw pictu-re to show resultscompare discussions -write table of content
on drawings.

11411 ,
, ,(10.1B) 1. Teacher checks out short stories from library containing stories of home situation.

2. . Divide glass into groups.

3. Half of group read stories.

4. Second half of group compose a survey form of decisions made by two or mote

19 0
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4.

family members and survey 1st half.

S. Grpuppresentsetinding of stories and survey to class.

(10.11) 1. St indents make a Aurvey questionnaire for gathering information dealing with decisions
that will be made within the next year. (What classes to take, what-to do in summer,

ti etc.).

2. Give questionnaire la a selected group at schoo,1 (seniors, govt. classes, ete.)., Also
'tale

.
questionnaire self.

3. Compile results of questionnaire and compare results , %'s with self answers.

J

.0

1

4
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TITLE: Geography

SUBJECT MATTER;vSocial Studies/Health
/.

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to see career opportunities relating to geography:

(10.2) 2. To enable students to identify factors that influence decision making.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-Ar

1. Study various parts of U.S. in terms of Geography and ilk various jobs directly related
to geography:

Examples:
a. Farming-Wheat, citrus
b. Mountain Rangesforestry ,
c. Conservation officesswan-vs . ,

d. Ecologistoceanologist

I C

e. Mining
f. 'Irrigationist

4

2. Study ge.ography inlarger (own) community arearesearch jobs directly related to
community geography.

,

3. Study types of training or requirements for jobs44

4. Students map out a plan tcrchieve 'this.
t*

5. Students,give reasons for considering these jobs and careers while still in school.

MATERIALS:

1., QeoArapbical resourcesmaps, charts, books, films

2.- Field trips throughout community

VARIATIONS: s

(10.2A) 1. Study' the weather for the communityrelate it to weather in other parts of the U.S.

2. Students tell about what type of clothes they wear for which weathers
,

3: Study clothing of gther parti of the U.S., according to weather.
i.

4. 'Have students make a chart showing the proper clothing foy the weft er=they can
' draw the sYmbols, draw and color clothing-paste next to symbols. lir

5. In the morning have studen'ts tell At clothing they choci'`to wear.and why
(This shohld relate to weather char or they can put pieces of clothing on weather
felt board. -

4F.1"
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(10.2B Study various foods prepared and grown in regions.

Students tell what foods are their favorite and what time of year they are available,
cost increases etc. Gather information fromiaMily shoppers.

3. Make a iist showing what influences types of foods available in their locab're,a, what
f_.gesa_factslAtupper eonsider_inselectionAistiactors that influence-decision.

0.29 Studying various geographical sports and recreation plot out a recreation mapdrawing
symbols over regions to represent activities.

2. Interview ten people and record which sports and recreational facilities they use
. Do a state or community map similar to U.S. map above.

3. Construct an accompanying list of possible factors for evaluating options given (water,
weather, money, etc.).

193
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TITLE: 2..ottery

SUBJECT MATTER: Art/Social Studies
,

PURPOSE:

--I: To-enable-student te-view -pottery-as. a sour-co of incomelustead of just ftin.. -
.

(11.1) 2. To enable student to acquire skill in relating factors that influence a-decision to
identified options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

1. Students make pots-slab, coil, pinch, thrown, etc. Glaze and exhibit.

2. Research where pottery (Hand made or commercial, can be purchased-Art fairs,
summer art fairs, gift shops, resort areas, artist colonies, etc.).

3. Students then,talk to a potter or 'research life styles of famous potter.

4. Students identify work and life styles, options of a potter - working for a commercial
studio, having ownsstudio, work on commission for University, have own shop,
teach for institute, free lance, etc.

MATERIALS:

1. Clay-stone ware for making pottery

2. Glazes-kiln

cea
3. Resources of professionalpotters

. S.VARIATIONS:
_ .

(11.1A) 1. Given the specific task of making a pot-the students tell three ways of accomplishing
this.

. Students then choose one of three ways,and make a pot.

(11.1B) 1.. Given the occupation, a leisure option of being a potter, students study whit is in-
volved in making a pot:

a. making clay - :
b. Shaping & refining pot
c. firing pot ,s

d. displaying pottery.

2. Students then discuss what steps they went through in making a pot.

3. After listing steps, identify what similar interest they have to the various steps!
a. making clay7making bread dough

194



b. shaping potmaking slab - making cookies
c. firing clay-baking cookies.
d displaying pottery-exhibiting collection, exhibitingpets

1.1G) Ghten-a-specifisii;teliestual- I s i 10 I
mrelated to making pottery.

2. Make claystudents identify (Science, Arithmetic involved), (measuring, what com-
pounds of clays). ..

3. Make pottery (What is clay?) ScienceWhy does it shape, stick, etc.

4. Fife clayHow does one figure out how long for what type of clayWhat tempt.
(Math).

5. Make glaze (Science) what measurements, what chemicals mixed (Math) to form
glazeglaze. pots.

. Fire pots-what tempt. for glaze.

7. Students make math and science chart showing what patts of each involved in the making
of one pot.

r
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TITLE: Final Touch

SUBJECT MATTER: Home Ec./Health

RPOSE:

66

Ttrentaestuclent-te-beceme-fainillif -with-his/her physleal eharaeteristies-in-
way.

(11.4) 2. To enable' tudent to acquire skill in stating and implementing a plan of action.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

1. Student studies physical characteristics is an objective light.

2. List all positive and negative characteristics on chart.

3. Study ideal characteristic desired.

4. Research proper care, proper handling of characteristic to achieve ideal result (new
hail. length/style, diet, etc.).

I v

5. Map out or chart plan of action to obtain goal. 4,

6. Follow plan for set time and record results.

7. Evaluate plan..

MATERIALS:

Books, resources on proper diet, hair, nail, body care and cleansing.

2. Demonstrations, field trips, books, media on proper clothing, hairstyles, posture,
make-up,.etc.

VARIATIONS:

(1I.4A) 1. Students study self in mirrorstudy otherstmovingstill.

2. Have discussion on hair, teeth, nail, face cleaning, care-ideal.

3. Students compare self to ideal.

4. Have ltudents tell hqw they
or brushed hair after recess;
action.

would change action or behavior to obtain goal (combed
clean facemouthafter lunch, etc.) and implement

(11.4B) 1. Study various hair styles or care methods, clothing care (hanging up clothes, brushing
hair).

.1*
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I.

.

2. Individual will chart a personal program to de lop a positive appearance and
healthy body. II

3. Act on programthis could be a leisure activity such as learning hair curling, sewing,
weaving belts, etc.

1011RWINS

(I1.4C) . StUdent will plan a set of experiences exposing him/her to both negative and positive
reaction (i.e.=not showering after Physlr will probably ek,oke negative response,
washing hair before it gets too dirty and fixing it in a popular style will evoke positive
results).

2. Stude'nt will then set,about a plan or program of positive experiences (getting hair
styled, letting finger nails grow, breaking "sweet" habit, etc.).

3. Monitor how these positive changes are affecting self concept.

,01
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TITLE: Communications

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Art

PURPOSE:

TpgnahkatfientiopracticeAtt of using words- effectively.

--(12:2) 2 To enable student to and evaluate family, occupatiorial, citizen, and/or leisure
options in the terms of self assessment.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

1. Student chooses occupational option which he/she would enjoy.

2. Describe activities involved in option that would be satisfying in a radio commercial
form.

L.

3. Do same abovein Newspaper editorial.

4. Do same above as in ,a Child's Fairy.

5. Compare use of words andhow effective they were.

MATERIALS:

1. gExamples of-radio commercial scripts

2. Newspaper editorials

3. 'Children's Fairy Tales

VARIATIONS:

or

,

(12.2B) 1. Students identify one activity he/she learned this past yearexplain why it gave
satisfaction.

2. Have discussion of various types of communication (What is communication).

3. Student than choose two.ways to communicate their satisfaction of learned activities
and do so (could be through art, music, writing, oral, drama).

(12.2E)
'

I. Studefit recall two activities he or she mould prefer not to take paitin again.
, .

2. Discuss way of expressing these negative feelings(words, action, emotion, lack of
three).

3. Write out feelings about activities using a negative appioach.

196



4. Write out the same feelings about same activities using a positive approach.

(12.2M) 1. Studnt chooses a leisure activity from list and decides if he/she would or would
not participate in it.

2. Evaluate the best means of communicating this choice through writing styles (satire,
humor; editariat-trargedy;difumentary;bligiatifiic, narrative).

3. Student then writes in thstyle chosen if she/he would or would not participate
and why.

4. Student then read own or each others to clast.

S. Class decide by secret ballot if style was effective.

,.

a
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TITLE: Food Webs

SUBJECT MATTER: Ecology/Sciince

PURPOSE:

84

1. To work out-the complicated food web of a "pbiid-situation.

(11.3) 2. For the individual to gain decision-making expetience by making syStematic decisions.

PRIMpRY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Explore variou&parts of established food webs (the producers and consumers) available
through library and classroom study.

2. Draw some simple food webs on large paper for bulletin board.

1.P
3. Visit a pond. Collect and identify rooted and floating plants, plankton, amphibialis,

reptiles. Keep a record of all other animal life seen. Work out and chart the possible food-
chains from the information thus gained-.

MATERIALS:

1. Pond

2. Films on ecology, and food webs

3. Films on microscopic life in water

4. Microscopes and slides

5. Waders or high boots

6o Construction paper

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1. List the kinds of ecosystems existing in your community. Decide how they differ.

2. Find out how vario pesticides have been Used in yoxir community and decide for
yourself if re dangerous and what options are available.

0 n4u
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TITLE: Scientific Methods of Problem Solving

SUBJECT MATTER: General Science

PURPOSE:

t

"Th eliAtile chuientc to realize_that_there-is-usually-inore-thiiienivay-to-$olve a seienti-
fitVro-blem and set up a plan of action.

(11.1) 2. For the individual to acquire skill in developing options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7 -9)

1. Students can be given samples of simple machines such as pull up, inclined planes,
levers, etc. and a certain amount of weight to be moved. By trying various combina-
tions and options, they can decide on how their "work" might best be accomplished.

2. Investigate use of simple machines in the construction world and variety of people
employing them.

3. Students can seek information concerning their parents career choices and how they,
decided on their vacations.

MATERIALS:

1. Simple machines

2. Films on simple machines

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1. Students list at least three of their own natural abilities -and three occupational areas
where one or more of. these abilities would truly be an asset.

4
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TITLE: Thinking Scientifically

1' c

SUBJECT MATTER; General Science

PURPOSE:,

To-delielop-aVapino.aoh- to-so144ng-both simple and 'complex problems by the Scientific
Method. /

(10.1) 2. For the individual 'to identify situations and events in his or her life that involve making
decisions.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Students choose a known scientific Concept such as cold air is more dense than warm
air. Then decideon the best method of prOving or disproving it.

2. Students select a scientific problem and outline a method for its solution, including #s

hypotheses and various plans of action. The best plan should be decided upon, carried
out, and conclusions made. Accurate notes and records must be kept.

MATERZS:

.1. Whatever individuals or groups need to carry out their simple experiments.

2. Games, such as Life which involves decison making.

Notebooks for notes on experiments and conclusions.

VARIATIONS:

I. Examihe the world of advertising and its effect on our choices. Bulletin board of
advertisements for similar products.

2. Interview adult consumers to find out what makes them purchase a certain type
toothpaste, aspirin, or dishtletergent.
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TITLE: Scientific Mithod of Problem Solving

SUBJECTIVIATTER: General Science

PURPOSE:

A

-To-enable-8 methuds in solving ymibtems7---

(11.4) 2. For the individual to acquire skill in stating and.implementing a plan of action.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1. Students learn the steps of the Scientific Method of Problem Solving (1) State the
problem, (2) Make suggestions for its solution, (3) Decide on the best plan, (4) Carry
out-the plan repeatedly, (5) Draw conclusions,

4

2. Apply this to the problemIs water or oil more dense? Devise an experiment; write up
the plan of action in the student notebook; carry out the experiment and draw con-
clusions.

MATERIALS:

1. Oil and water, plus general equipment (beakers, scales, etc.).

2. Bulletin board which could carry the steps of the scientific method.

3. Film on Scientific Method.

VARIATIONS: (10-12)

1. Students given a problem to solve, they will devise a controlled experiment, stating in
their nOtebopks the specific control and variables in the eipeiiment.

6
Give three examples outside the classroom where it was necessary to state and follow
through with a self devised, systematic plan of action.
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TITLE: °ye/time Worthwhile?

'SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Business

PURPOSE:

96

4

L= Compute percentages and reading charti and tables experience for students.

(10.2) 2. For the individual to identify factors that influence decision making.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L Given a table for figUring Income tax, the student will find the percentage difference..

2. Also using the table, the student can find the number of hours needed to put into
another tax bracket.

MATERIALS:

I. Income tax tables.

. 2. Paper and 'pencil.

VARIATIONS:

<

(10-12) L Discuss the effects on the taxes raised for our government versus the number of
unemployed people. Gi

2. Teach the meaning of what time and half means and compute wages using it.
. ..

t
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Hourly-Salary-Commission'?--,
.

SUBJECT MATTER: 'Math

PURPOSE:
qt

va.

L To develop skills of multiplying with decimals and working with percentages.

2. To make students aware of paying methods.

(10.1) 3. For the individual to identify situations and events in hi.A or her life that involve
making decisions.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L Give students want-ads out of newspaper and they select job and compute yearly
or weekly sarary.

2. Have some students give-the way their parents are paid and then figure monthly
N, income.

MATERIALS:

L Vaily newspapers.

Paper and pencils,

3'. Career EncycIopediA:

VARIATIONS:.

(10-12) L Have student select a jot and then research to find weejcly, monthly, or yearly
salary.

...

2. Interview a person who works on each plan.
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TITLE: 100% Right.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math

PURPOSE:
4

.L To present student wi6 methods of, checking basic operations in arithmetic.

(12.1) 2. For the individual to identify and evaluate educational options in terms of self
assessment.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L Given a problem to divide, the student will select 1 of 4 ways to check..

MATERIALS:

L Paper and penciL

VARIATIONS:

h
0012) L Give class number puzz. les where students into conflicts and must resolve their ,

problems.

0
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TITLE: Who is the Banker?

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/English/Science

PURPOSE:

1. To familiarize students with deductive reasoning.
7 /

(11.3) Z For the individual to gain decision-making experience by making systematic decisions.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

1.! Discuss what deductive reasoning is.

Z Given various types of puzzles, the student will use deductive reasoning to solve.

MATERIALS:

1. Some puzzles.

2. Baseball line-up.

VARIATIONS:

(10-12) 1. Show the use of deductive reasoning in buying a car. .

(K-3) 2. In basic experiments such,as: box slides through hole, ball fits in box, ball slides
through hole. .
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TITLE: Game Day.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Drama

PURPOSE:

L 'To increase the various mathematical skills via games.

(11.1) 2. For the individual to acquire skill in developing options.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L On a given day have available a choice of 3 varying game activities that the student
must select and participate in. Upon selecting, he must verbally or in writing tell
you why he selected that activity over the other two.

MATERIALS:

L The games selected (one possible grouping might be Monopoly, Cribbage, and Yahizee).

VARIATIONS:

1. Role playing with the 3 options being 3 characters of diverse personalities (3 animals
for K-3).

(10 -12) 2 Presenting 3 varied types of jobs with the studeni selecting one over the other 2
explaining why.

21)
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TITLE: . Mark Down After Mark

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Business

PURPOSE:
A

1. To teach the concept of discounts.

(10.1) 2. For the individual to identify situations and events in his Or her life that involve
making decisions.

PRIMARyACTIVITY: (7-9)'

ti 1. Giveri an ad with a discount, the student will fmd what the new price is.

2. The. student will compare prices from 2 different catalogs and give the amount saved.

t t

MATERIALS:

1. Catalogs.

2. Newspaper ads.

3; Paper and pencil.

VARIATIONS:

(10-12) 1. The student using a Century catalog will figure the percent of mark up on products.

2. A discussion of why the vagiance in prices.
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TITLE: 2001

SUBJECT MATTER: Social Studies/Language Arts

PURPOSE:-

1. To aRcist the student to identify conditions most lilcely to bring about change in the
future and to identify both benefits and problems that might result from technological
c.tiange

(10.2) 2. For the individual to identify factors that influence decision making.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-12)

1. In small groups, students will compile a list of items necessary for survival in the
year 2001.

2. Using their lists, students will speculate and write down who will piroduce these items.

3. Students will share their data with the entire class.

I

O
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TITLE: Physical Education/Making Baskets

SUBJECT MATTER: Physical Education/Health

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to obtain goal of shooting and making baskets for basketball.

(16.1) 2. To enable student to identify factors that influence implementation progress.

'PRIMARY ACTTVITY: (7-9)

1. Students try a series of various shots at basket and keep record of success (a lay-up,
julihp shot, dribble shots corner shot, etc.).

l
2. Students discuss possible program to follow to gin 1'00%-90% accuracy in,a certain

shot.

3. Rank activities in program according to priority given to those activities that would
be Of most benefit to that particular shotzwhich activity would produce the most
accuracy.

4. Follow program for period of time and test again.

MATERIALS:

1. Basket ball, net or basket

2. Resources -films, books, of activities paper, pencil

VARIATIONS:

Student bounce basket or rubber ball length of given area.(16.1A) 1.

, 2. At end of performance have students tell how they did it (walking, while pushing
ball down, eei..).

3. What factors help to gain success in bouncing ball length of area, students give oral
factors (everyone stayed out of the way, did not stop, did not push or bounce ball
too hard, walked -not run to end).

(16.1B) 1. Given goal of dribbling down court and making a basket or passing to another player
without loss of ballstudent will perform task.

2. After performing task-list on chart two factors that helped student achieve goal:

3. 'List the factors that hindered efforts.

(16.1C) 1. Given a goal,the student has identified form the list of baiket skills, the student

12,
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a

will try to reach goal. ,.

2. Student will predict which personal skills or factors will lead to success in chosen goal,
(eg, practice, good at skill, etc.).

.A. Student will predict which factors will hinder success (eg. not feeling well, shy, lack
of practice).

4. Given a list of skills in basket ball students Will write out factors involved for success
or failure for each skill.

a. r/

.1

J._
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TITLE: Community & Family Relations

SUBJECT MATTER: .Home Ec./Industrial Arts/Social Studies/Health

PURPOSE:

1. To enable student to see relatinnships between self and community and family.

(14.3) 7. To enable student to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to reach
citizen kisure and/or family goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

(14.3I) 1. List activities student is now pursuing and enjoys.

2. Project the skills involved in activities to a two year span.

3. What or how could these same activities and skills be used in positive community acti-
vities.

4. Make a list of community services groups and notice skills or types of activities involved.

MATERIALS:

1. Community resources

2. Interviews

3. Paper, pencils

VARIATIONS:

(14.3A) 1. Study community service groups in school and what they do-safeties=help cross
strut, lunch supervisors=help with lunches.

2. Relate to.classroom services groups-passing out paper, cleaning erasers.

3. What skills are needed in each-make a picture or story beigrd with felt board, representing
services and skills/or have student work on a ditto sheet identifying services with skill.-

(14.3D) 1. Study types of personalitiesintrovert, extravert, aggressive, leader, etc. -

2. Have student do a self characteristic finding.

3. Study leading community leaders and family personality;

4. Identify personality characteristics and how they influence community activities i.e. -

Leaders are apt to have Brownies, Cub Scouts,Followers work oricommittees,
volunteers, etc.

214



Each student choose a: person in class.

List activities and interest andpersonaliti

Research community activities available for age group 7=9.

-4. nunStudents then recoelid two community activities the chosen student would be
likely 'to 'enjoy based on research:

215
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TITLE: Health Services/Teeth

0
SUBJECT MATTER: Health/Social Studies

PURPOSE:

1.

(15.1B) 2. -

To.enable individual to identify proper ways of caring for teeth.

To enable student to identify and utilize resources necessary in the implementation
of his or her career plan.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

I., Discussion of what causes tooth decay.

2. Research where information can be obtained for prevention of decay (Proper tooth
care)

a. Dentist
b. County Health Service
c. Library

3. Set goal or map out proper tooth care program for self to follow using informatioic
from resources and follow program.

?

4. Compare different types of programs set up by students-discuss which are the better ones
to follow.

A'

MATERIALS:

1. Resources of tooth carebooks, people, A.V. Media.

. 2. Paper/pencils for mapping out tooth care program.

VARIATIONS:

(15.1A) 1. After discussion of tooth healthHave students write out or orally give a goal towards
proper tooth care.

2. List utensils or materials needed to follow through-make chart pictorial`Brushing"-
paste, brush, water, hands, -up-circle motion.

(15.1
.

Follow basic unit of study of how teeth develop and grow. Have students chopse
one specific educational project (relating to tooth study) as a goal.

2. List resources he or she will need' to use-list alternative resources.

3. Complete projects: Projects possible,
a. could be a report,
b. art diagrams,
c. in4erviews,
d. collecting and making display of information available- pamphlets,
e. plays or skits of proper use.
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(15.1E) 1. Student research what jobs are needed to'have a county program in Dental Heilth
in addition to Dentist (County Services, Volunteers for school testing, etc.).

2. Make a list of jobs available in Dental Health both paid and volunteer.

3. Research where these people got their training and. what training is required.

,

,

1 , .
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TITLE: Magnetics

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Language Arts

'PURPOSE: 1

1. To enable the student; to find .practical uses of magnetism.

2. To enable the students to demonstrate a, commitment and to act on his or her plans.

PRIMARY ACTI 7-9y

(15.2C) 1.

2..

3. Have each student chl5ose one project.

Give the students a quiCk review of magnets (illustrated examples).

Give the students a list a f long range projects dealing with magnetics.

4. Havethe students list the steps involved in implementing the project Make,a time-
4ine.

5. Imaement the projects, complete and present to the rest of the class.

6.. Have the sindent evaluile their own work urterinsaf-laraettd6ly of magnetic Uses
and whether.or not their time-lines were realistic.

7. ' Initiate class discussion relative to benefits of developing .a plan and following the
plan for projects both inside and outside the school.

MATERIALS:

-1. Resources on magnetics la.,

Different kinds of magnets.

3. -Metal shavings

4. List of long-range magnetic projects

VARIATIONS:

(15.2A) h. Give the students a plan or experiment to see if various materials conduct a magnetic
charge. (eg. glass rods, various metals, plastic tubing, etc.).

V
2. 'Ellaye the students describe how they would go about achieving the plan or experiment.

3. Have the students list the steps to follow to see if a compass moves from the magnetic
4"
richarge of the various materials.

4.. Have the students then follow the steps they identified. >.

2
5. Discuss the results of developing and following a plan.

218.
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(15.2B) 1; Give students a map with only compass directions to find a " metal treasure':

2. Break students into small groups and have them work out a plan and time-line.

3. Have 'the.small groups follow the Steps listed on their plan and after the rust step
have them evaluate the fealisticness on their time-frame.

4. Have the students complete their plan and lo-CaTe the-hidden "metal treasure ".

5. Evaluate the total-Plan in terms of the steps and modificlitions they made.

(15.2D) 1.

Vj

After study of general,magnetism and its uses have the students identify an experiment
they would like to implement.

2. Have the s 1 lop a plan including a time-frame.

3. Gather the resources, demonstrate the ex t to the rest of the class and evaluate
including on-ping and final evaluation of the results o e)Teriment and the student
developed plan.

P

81,
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TITLE:' Community Needs

SUBJECT MATTER:. Social Studies/English /Library

PURPOSE:

1. ' To enable student to practice using community, Govt., and, library resources to gain
specific information

(15.2) 2. To enable the student to-demonstrate a commitment to and act upon his or her plans.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

1. Student chooses an area of study according-to needs of community (Day Care Centers,
elderly food program, unemployment services, etc.). ,

2. Formulate a plan of action fora simulated community service that would solve this
problem.

3. Establish guideline, timelines.

4. Usirig library, Govt., information community agencies fmd out hOw other communities,
States, areas in country are handling problems. Fit this information to own community
needs.

5. Set up plan of operation,-criteria for staffing, budget, city ordinances and code
regulations met etc.

. 6. Set up evaluation-process.

MATERIALS:

1. Library, Govt., social resources

2. Resource people

3. Resources of city ,proposals, ordinance, regulations, Bldg. codes, etc.

VARIATIONS:

(15.2A) 1. Students choose a plan to "Help" other class memberspassing out papers, cleaning
up after art, choosing a music/song to learn-story.

2. List steps to followgetting papers out, giving to one table, giving to next table etc.

3. Then choose a career goil-related to the "Helping plans" clean up=custodian, paper
passer--social Worker; choosing music-to leam=disc jockey. '

4.. Formulate a plan during a discussion' of steps tofollow tg reach goal

,
220
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(15.2B) 1 StudeaS study school environment and student attitudes of mental attitudes toward
rules property. ; . -'

.

.

2. Make a list of three most innuedide needs of school (Ex.classroom behavior, hail
behavior, resfroom behavior; lesson readiness, etc.). ...

3. Divide into three groupseach groiip choose one topic.

4. Group discussion of problemgather information and suggestions from students,
teachers, custodians, lunch workers, administrators, secretaries, etc.

5. 'Choose a goal of problem.

§. List steps involved in formulating a pia!' including time guidelines, outline..etc.
include information gained in interview.

7. Formulate guidelines or steps for correcting problem.

8. Implement first step-give time trial.

9. Set up an evaluation based on interviews.

(15.2C) I.. Students formulate a list of needed community or family goals..

2. Each student choose one.

3. Individual list'Steps involved in completing planTigglude timeline, evaluation:

4,. , Implement plan.

5. Eialuate if timeline was realistic.
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TITLE: Commercial Art

SUBJECT MATTER: Art/English

PURPOSE:

(14.1)

62

1. To acquaint students with the impact of lettering.

2. To enable the student to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to gain
further ed. and training related to identified career goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

. 1. Students study various lettering styles and their physiological impactstyle and tech-
nical aspects.

2. Students research commercial art schools-three in Michigan (or close by area) or
Vocational or other training schools for Commercial Art training.

3. Design a recruiting or information brochure depicting the mood fdr each training
center researchedshould include program information as well as using previous
learned lettering/design skills.

MATERIALS:

1.' - Lettering resources/books, type faces, commercial pamphlets or brochures

2. Lettering materials, pens, inks, papers, paints

3. Commercial art resourcesbooks, catalogs, etc.

VARIATIONS:

't 4 4

. (14.1A) 1. Identify goal of practicing letters use paint brushes and paint (tempera), large paper.

2. Draw or paint an object (ice cream. cone, cat, house, etc.).

3. Students then discuss what is needed to label story pictures.

4. Students then label objects (story pictures) byriaintingletters with brush /tempera.

r

(14.1C) 1. Look through magazines and pamphlets.

2. Talk about what is involved in creating these.

3. Identify what skills are needed to produce an advertisement in a magazine (each student
choose one ad).

4. List skills identified spelling, writing, drawing, knowledge of product, knowledge
of art processes, printing processes.
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S. Students identify which skills they have.

6. Students then make an advertisement for a skill (i.e. reading, writing, etc.) ads
should be good solid art and letteringgetting across the importance of the skill.

(14,1 J) 1. Have discussion of what types of information should be researched about an education
and /or training option.

2. Students identify three types of information.

3. Students then create a poster showing these three types without using any lettering
or words, just symbols or pictures.

J
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TITLE: Music A-ppreciation

SUBJECT MATTER: Music/History

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to compare and contrast different periods of music.

(14.3) 2. To enable student to acquire information And skills ijecessary to reach citizen leisure
. and or fanlily goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10'4)

1. Survey family or community group as to favorite music during leisure time.

2. Student identifies one musical goal per age group based on information gathered in
survey. Ex:(Have groups experiment with "new" sound).

3. List steps to achieve goal.

4. Record resultsWlilt does this tell us about what role music plays in our lives.

5. What goals have been accomplished by family in terms of music (buying record
. player, recording tapes, etc.).

MATERIALS: .

,1. Survey forms

2. Access,to various age groups'

VARIATIONS: ;

.

(14.3B) 1. Students identify one leisure music goal, student would like to accomplish (play
triangle, drums).

.

2. Student list skills and' physical requirements needed (coordination, rhythm).

1.

5)

.... - .

play for leisure.(14.q9 h. Studentidentifiei one inStrument he would like'to p

1

. , .

12. Student identifies the information and skills'needed to accomplish goal.

3. , Set dpwn.a plan of action after checking out resources (rental equipment)(school
band).

(14.3E) 1. Student interview family member as to what musical goals they wanted to accomplish
but did not.'

2 2 4



2. Also what goal they,did accomplish.

3. Student compare and contrast factors involved.

f.t
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TITLE: Movies A.V. Aides

SUBJECT MATTER: Language Arts/Art

PURPOSE:

1. To enable students to learn and produce slide/tape show or other A.V. materials,

(14.1) 2. To. enable students to identify and acquire information and skills necessary to gain
further edtication and training skills related to identified career goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (10-A)

1. Sttidents research information about further education and preparation to 2 identified
career goals.

,44

. 2. Relate information to class in the form of a slide/tape show or other Audio/Visual
Aid (Aids should be appropriate for information)(can be done in small groups).

3. Story board and script turned in after presentation.

MATERIALS:

1. A.V. materials 4

2. Information resources

VARIATIONS:

(I4.1A) 1. Students choose a goal-list skills needed to acquire goal.

2. Draw picture or find pictties in magazine or papers to illustrate skills.

3. Paste onto tag board to tell a storywrite out labels to give information or make a
cassette tape.

4. -Present to class. ,

(1 AC) 1. Students workin groups, choose an educational goal.

2, List what students do in school now that will help attain goal.

3: Make a roll picture (roll up a piece of long self paper and unroll to show different
activities in school, help in obtaining goals).

4. Present roll story with a narrative written by group.

226



(14.1G) 1. Students research what institutes offer higher education or training for chosen
career goal or list which institutions offer what, education.

2. Write out a script or slogan for school indicating information about what school
offers.

3. . Make a poster to include slogan and a visual indicating what school offers.

227
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TITLE: Plgins' for Profit

SUBJECT MATTER: Science/Botany

PURPOSE:

I. To enable botany students to develop skills which could lead to attaining specific
career goals in the field of plants.

(13.2) 2. For the individual to identify and investigate prerequisites for reaching goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: ('7 -9)

1. Field trips to various places of employment where a knowledge of plants is necessary.

2. Interview a worker in the botanical field of one's own choice to learn prerequisites
for entry into that field.

4,

3. Students assess their own interests and abilities to discover which prerequisites they
could or could not meet.

Hands on activities such as corsage construction or terrarium building.

MATERIALS:

I. Field trips

2. Blossoms, artificial leaves, greenhouse tape, corsage wire

3. Gallon-size glass jars, gravel, sand, charcoal and soil

VARIATIONS: ( I 0-12)

'

1. Carry out a germination-rate experiment, a vegetative propagation study and a cross-
pollination experiment. Determine in which botany-related careers these would be
useful skills to develop.

2. Mini-trips to places of students choice where the skills developed in (1) could be
put into action.

A
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TITLE: Professional Golfer Hiti'81 at Age of 13.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Counseling/Language Arts

PURP9SE:

L To acquaint the student with making comparisons and Becoming familiar with
statistics.

(13.3) 2. For the individual to assess the probability of attaining goals.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

L Collect data of famous golfers discovering their scores at various ages of their develop-
ment by writing to them.

2. Make abar graph of the infortriation.

3. Find the mean, mode, and average of the data.

4. Interview the local pros at the golf courses.

MATERIALS.

L Stationery of the school

2. Stamps.

3. Golf Digest booklets or PGA Yearbook.

4. PenCils.

VARIATIONS:

L Reading the biographies of 3 great golfers.

2. Playing golf with the local pros at 3 or 4 courses and getting their evaluations.
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TITLE: Too Much Fertilizer Possible?

SUBJECT MATTER: Mith/Science

PURPOSE:

To make usage of the area concept applicable to students environment.

2. To show the integral,closeness of math and science.

(I6.1) 3. For the individual to identify factors that influence implementation progress.

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: 1(7-9)

L Using a "seed flat" or'a marked off area in a field, set up 3 or 4 equal areas and
apply various amounts of fertilizers to each, seeding a common plant in all 4 areas
and then observe and compare germination period, color of plant, quality of fruit,
and so on.

MATERIALS: .

I. Fertilizer.

2. Radish or some other quick growing plant.

3. Soil.

4. Containers or stakes.

VARIATIONS:

(10-12) L Work with farmer and help figure the amount of fertilizer needed (golf course).

(4-6) 2.0 Discuss value of fertilizer.
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° TITLE: I Can Do Better.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Science/Reading

PURPOSE:

L To have student figure percent of tincrease.

(15.2) 2. For the individual to dem onstrate a commitment to and act upon his or her'plans.
. i

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

a 4
L . Students taking monthly or weekly spelling test-set goal of improvemeht for next

test then plan method of obtaining the desired.goal

MATERIALS:.

L Vocabulary list "Work with Fellow Teachers".

2. Paper and pencil.

VARIATIONS:

(

-it

L Figure daily (weekly) percentages and set goal of 5%-15% improvement.
-

, .2. A research project in science for a 2-week period.

AI

N
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TITLE. Blue or White.

SUBJECT MATTER: Math/Business

PURPOSE:

1. To improve b
4

2. To acquaint

(14.2) 3. For the indiv id
'employment iv

PRIMARY ACTIVITY: (7-9)

-112

skills of arithmetic.

t

1- .
- t".,

.oi . 0 4

ents with the employment numbers in their community.' )4' :

,-. ..
al to identify and acquire information and skills ilecessary:togain
ted to identified career goals.. . -,...-. .

..,:. .

41 .

1. Given the number employed in various companies and self - employed, the student. e

will then total the number of "blue-collared", "white-collared", etc. " -;

.

2. Dismiss the disadvantages and advantages of each job.
1'

MATERIALS:

1. Statistics from Chamber of Commerce,

2. Paper and pencil.

VARIkTIONS :f '

(K-3) 1. Discuss the 5 major companies and then take a su- rvey to fmd how many students'
parents work there and make a graph. p -,

(10-12) 2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each company as related to wages, fringe
benefits, insurance, etc.

o
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